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Jesus Christ-The Hope of the World
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With cash in hand of over $1,300,000 by February
nearly tripled the highest figure ever realized in

Christmas Offering.

Several factors can be responsible, the most ob
people of the
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understood the

Excerpts ofan address by Dr. Moffett

delivered at the tenth triennial Inter-

Varsity Missionary Convention at

Urbana. III., in late December.

In the face of all the good

reasons for losing hope, how realis-

tic are my reasons for holding on to

hope 9 It’s not enough to stand up

and shout, “Jesus Christ is the hope

of the world.” It is not enough for

Christians to peer out hopefully at

this incredibly bad world through

our happy little stained glass church

windows and delude ourselves into

thinking that our pretty colors will

make the world all right. If Jesus

Christ is going to be the hope of the

world, we have got to begin with

the world as it really is, and hope as

it really is, and Jesus Christ as he

really is. Slogans are not enough.

The words have got to focus on

things believably real, or we remain

as self-deluded as a Red Guard in

China with his communist chants

and his Chairman Mao.

So, to avoid dreams and wishful

thinking, let us stay as close as

possible to things as they are and

let me make three simple observa-

tions about Christian hope:

1. The World As It Is. Hopeless.

The physical facts alone are

enough to terrify the imagination.

The human race is running out of

heat, out of food, out of water -

out of just about everything, in

fact, but people. The oil crisis is

only the latest, and far from the

most serious, in a whole series of

shocks that have tumbled man out

of all his early 20th century dreams

of inevitable progress. A man who
works for one of the largest oil

companies in the world told me
that even if the earth were a hollow

globe and was completely filled

with oil-which of course it isn ’t

—

even then, at the present rate of

increasing consumption we would

be completely out of oil in less than

Dr Moffett, an internationally-known

Presbyterian missionary, is dean of the

Graduate School and professor of his-

torical theology at the Presbyterian Sem-

inary in Seoul, Korea He is a graduate of
Princeton Seminary and has his Ph D.

from Yale University His father was the

first Protestant clergyman to enter Korea

as a missionary

70 years, that is, by the year 2040.

Even before that, by 1990, they

say, the United States may be

facing a more alarming shortage. We
may run out of food. It seems

impossible, I know. America has

been the wonder of the world,

feeding itself with more than

enough to eat yet using only about

7% of its population in agricultural

production. Most of the world puts

50% of its people on the land, and

still can’t feed the rest. But now
even America may be coming to the

end of the food boom. Without

intensive food research, says Dr.

Parks, president of Iowa State, in

twenty years America too will be

hungry, just like all the rest of the

world. And the worst shortage of

all may still be yet to come. Water.

The world’s water table, its reserves

of fresh water are steadily and

dangerously draining away. Deserts

are eating again into the green

earth. In North Africa alone, along

the Sahara, millions may die in

1974.

Let me jolt you with one last

deadly statistic. John Hannah, out-

going administrator of our govern-

ment’s Agency for International

Development (AID), says that one

half of all the children bom into

the world this year will never live to

see their sixth birthday.

Now strangely enough, consider-

ing the fact that we are talking

about Christian hope, the Bible

does not directly dispel such pessi-

mism. It holds out no great hope

for this earth as such. “The earth

shall perish,” says the Old Testa-

ment (Ps. 102:25). It will be

r

Samuel H. Moffett

“burned up,” adds the New (II Pet.

3:10).

Well, if the world is as hopeless

as it looks, and if on top of that,

the Bible says it is doomed, what

do we mean when we say, “Jesus

Christ is the hope of the worLd.” To
understand that, we must ask what

Christians mean by hope, and how
it is connected with Jesus Christ.

2. The World With Christ: Hope
With a Future

When people tell me that my
Christian hope is unrealistic, I tell

them that the trouble is not with

my hope, but with their reality.

Their reality is too small. They are

so petrified by the present that

they forget the past and the future.

They are so busy looking at the

world that they never look up to

see God. Of course, in that kind of

a world there is no hope. But one

of the most important lessons in

the whole Bible is that hope is not

confined to any one point in space

or time. It is tied to a person, Jesus

Christ, and it is forever. “Jesus

Christ is the same, yesterday, today

and forever” (Heb 13:8).

Things do look rather bad these

days. But they’ve been worse. If

you have given up hope because

today is so bad, look back about

1900 years. The (darkest day the

world has ever 'known was not

Watergate, or My Lai or Hiroshima.

It was the day Gentiles and Jews

took the hope of the world, Jesus

Christ, and stripped him and beat

him and killed him on a cross. The

dead shuddered and hell broke

loose, and for one agonizing in-

stant, a moment never to be re-

peated, the whole human race was

utterly and completely, God-

forsakenly lost. “My God, my God,

why have you forsaken me?," came

a cry from the cross, from Christ

the second Adam.
But God took that most hope-

less of all days and made it the

hinge of history, not its end. He is

always doing the happily unex-

pected. Unlike human history,

which always seems to turn out bad

just when it begins to look good,

God’s salvation history is at its best

when things look worst. Man’s

curse is that without God he takes

each new shining discovered hope

(continued on page 4)
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Jesus Christ -The Hope of the World

(continued from page 1)

and turns it into an engine of his

own destruction. Man’s hope lies in

the fact that God does just the

opposite.

Look at the depressing story of

man’s hopes. It reads like a bad

joke, one of those “That’s good, no

that’s bad” jokes. Centuries ago the

Chinese discovered a new source of

energy, gunpowder. That’s good.

No, that’s bad. Gunpowder kills

people. Well, a few hundred years

later the Americans discovered a

new source of energy, oil. That’s

good. Oil doesn’t kill people. No,

that’s bad. It pollutes, it kills the

world, and besides, we’re running

out of it Well, here’s good news

anyway: we now have an even

better source of energy, nuclear

fission. No, even that is bad. It kills

people faster than gunpowder, and

pollutes more lethally than oil.

Now, there is nothing wrong, of

course, with man’s discoveries. The

more the better. And there is noth-

ing wrong with each new hope as

such, except that this kind of hope

is anchored to man’s wisdom and

powers, and not to God’s, and man
without God takes what is good

and uses it to destroy. God takes

the worst, and uses it to save. He
took death, the ultimate instrument

of man’s destruction, and con-

quered it, defused it. He raised

Jesus Christ from the dead and the

disciples saw him, and even doubt-

ing Thomas touched him and at last

believed. He who was dead lives,

and that makes Jesus Christ the

hope of the world. He gives us a

future to live for, not just a present

to die in.

The real trouble with the world

is not that it is running out of

physical resources, but that it is

running out of hope. And it is

running out of hope because it puts

its hope in the wrong thing, in

physical resources, for example,

which is not where hope belongs.

By contrast, too much of our

part of the world has given up hope

and seems all too ready to die. Part

of the reason, I think, is that the

most popular philosophy of our

time takes away the future, takes

away hope, and thereby takes away
the human will to live. “Only the

now is real,” says the secular exis-

tentialist.

I prefer the radical realism of the

Christian faith. It doesn’t deny the

present. It faces it. It faces all the

despairing realities of the now with

hope because it sees them in the

balancing perspective of the equally

true realities of the past and the

future. Hope begins with what God
did that day on Calvary 1900 years

ago, and it never ends. Hope is

eternal. Hope is life forever for

them that believe. Hope is the

promise that He will come again.

However the world may end - and

let’s not pretend to know more

about that than the Bible unambig-

uously teaches — it ends with

Christ’s victory for man, and not

with man’s annihilation of man. It

ends with hope, and that is not an

end.

O God, our help in ages past,

Our hope for years to come,

Our shelter from the stormy

blast,

And our eternal home.

3. The World and Christ and

You. Hope With a Mission.

But I must make one final,

important point. When some Chris-

tians sing that great hymn, the

110th Psalm, they manage to miss

one of the key points about Chris-

tian hope, namely, that hope carries

with it a mission. It’s not just a

bomb shelter, a safe and future

home. It is all that, yes, but more.

If as Christians all we have to say is,

“There’s no hope for the world,

and the sooner you are out of it the

better. So die and receive the hope

laid up for you in heaven” — if that

is our gospel, it deserves all the

scorn that the communists heap

upon it with their caricature, “Pie

in the sky by-and-by.”

Jesus is the hope of the world

not simply because he calls us to

future glory. He is the hope of the

world because he also laid aside his

glory to share the hungers of the

"'hungry and fee£ them, to suffer the

weaknesses of the sick and heal

them, to take on himself the iiyus-

tices of the oppressed and over-

come them. He asked his disciples

to do the same.

In this day of expanding popula-

tions and increasingly serious short-

ages, it is time for Christians to

recognize once and for all that any

Christian witness which has nothing

to say about the consuming hungers

of two-thirds of the world’s peoples

is a witness neither inspired by
Christ who fed the multitudes; nor

one that is calculated to win the

hearts of the multitudes he died to

save. It is not really a Christian

witness at all, and if it has no
relevance to the felt needs of the

world’s peoples, it will be a witness

borne in vain. When people are

starving, they look for bread, not

for preaching. Don’t take the meat

and the wheat out of the Christian

hope.

But let’s not distort the gospel

the other way, either. That church

in Seoul calls itself the Youngnak

church, which in Korean, means the

Church of Everlasting Joy. It does

not call itself the Church of Full

Employment. Antioch was a model

for mission and a center of hope

not for its bread line and its used

clothes, but for Paul and his good

news, good news which in the final

analysis centers around the resur-

rection victory of Jesus Christ. Our

hope is the hope of salvation.

When Christ bids us give water

to the thirsty, note that he adds,

give it “in my name,” for there is a

deeper hunger than the physical,

and a deeper thirst than the thirst

for water, a hunger and a thirst that

only Christ can satisfy. The deepest

call to mission is still the call to

evangelize, to spread the good news

of salvation in Christ....

Don’t let anyone tell you that

the day of the missionary is over. It

may be just beginning. Whole new
armies of third world missionaries,

Christians from Asia and Africa and

Latin America, are rising to join in

the work.

Doors are opening all over, even

for you Westerners. Not often as

pioneers, now, but as partners.

There are places you can go and

tasks you can do which ‘an Asian

or African cannot. Just as there are

places and tasks for them which

you cannot fill. But together you
can reach the world. The heralds of

hope in this kind of a world will be

the missionaries.

David Livingstone said, “With-

out Christ, not one step. With Him,

anywhere!” That’s what the hope

of the world, Jesus Christ, should

mean to you.
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Dear Friends:

A new way of providing Information to you Is being cried.

It's called "Dlal-Your -Question.

"

You can telephone (212) 749-0779 collect , any time, to ask any question about the

work that General Assembly agencies are doing on behalf of the church. Your message

will be recorded and referred to the appropriate person for answering. Every effort will
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maybe you're in my life, but in case you're not, this day I am in-
viting you into my life as Savior and Lord.” From here on in you

f^ily of God
°V 'hat C°meS WitH kn0wing ,ha( y°u are in ‘he

JESUS
CHRIST:
HOPE
OF THE
WORLD
samuelfT
MOFFETT

I spent two years once in communist China. I couldn't get out
Day and night it was dinned into me that the hope of the world isMao Tse-tung. A large part of the communist world believes it
Then suddenly I was arrested, given a kind of people's trial,
found guilty of embezzlement and thrown out of China. What a
toy to be back in the free world. But a niece of mine, who ought
to know because she had just graduated from college, soon toldme that there is absolutely no hope for the world anymore She
had been reading ecology. Now that, too, is false, but a large part
of the free world believes it. So I have most of the world against
me, 1 am afraid

’ when I say to you that there is hope for the world,
and that hope is in no other name, in nothing else, but Jesus
Christ. I have that on the authority of the Word of God.

Trace hope through the Scriptures, as 1 have done, and it will
soon be abundantly clear to you that "Jesus Christ: Hope of the
World is more than a slogan. It is the theme of the whole Bible.
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From the Old Testament's “Why art thou cast down, O my soul?

:

• H°Pe lhou ln God" (Ps. 42:5) to the New Testament's “Christn you, the hope of glory" (Col. 1:27); from thesymbo/s of hopethe anchor of the soul" (Heb. 6:19) and the
“
helmet of the hopeo sa va ion (1 Thess. 5:8), to the signs of hope—the sign of thetnbow in the book of Genesis and the signs of his coming again

fin i
6Ve ali°n“fr0m be§inning end the Bibfe isflooded with the iridescent light of the Christian's hope

ises ofGodTh!Tr™ed by the encouraSeme nts of the prom-ses ofG d. Then Johan, a young German student, dropped in toee me. had known him five years ago as a high-school exange student in Korea. Now he has graduated from college andas taken ajob in Berlin as a high-school teacher. But before hebegan teaching he wanted to see Korea again, so he came backand we talked. He is a little apprehensive about his job He is nota practicing Christian. He wants to ge, married. “But no chd-ren he said firmly, and he went on to tell me why “1 don'twant to bring any children into a world like this ” he said Andhe spoke o wickedness and corruption, pollution and despabnd loss ofhuman hope in a way that put a chill into me

for lo L?ho
e
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°l
^ *** ^ the g°°d reasons he hastor losing hope, how realistic are my reasons for holding on toope . It is not enough to stand up and shout, “Jesus Christ is theHope o the World." It is not enough for ChriSs to peer̂ uthopefully at this incredibly bad world through our happy little
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Johan that there really is not much hope left. There never is
without Christ.

Second let me point out that to be realistic, hope must reckon
w. hall of reality-not just the cramping facts of a dismal pres-
ent. Jesus Christ gives us a hope with a future.

Finally, I must remind you of your part in this hope. If Christ
is the Hope of the World, and not just a little private hope for youand me. we must get out into the world with that hope. Christ
gives us hope with a mission.

The World as It Is: Hopeless
Begin, then, with the world as it is-pretty hopeless. What Dante
once wrote over the entrance of hell could be written today over
the whole world: "Abandon hope, all you who enter here " That
is how Johan seemed to feel. That is why he wanted no children
God gave us a paradise, and we have made it a hell.

The physical facts alone are enough to terrify the imagination.
I he human race is running out of heat, out of food, out of water—
out of just about everything, in fact, but people. The oil crisis is
only the latest, and far from the most serious, in a whole series
of shocks that have tumbled man out of all his early twentieth-
century dreams of inevitable progress. A man who works for one
ot the largest oil companies in the world told me that even if the
earth were a hollow globe and were completely filled with oil
which, of course, it isn't—even then, at the present rate of in-
creasing consumption, we would be completely out of oil in less
than seventy years, that is, by the year 2040.

Even before that, by 1990, they say, the United States may be
facing a more alarming shortage. We may run out of food. It
seems impossible, I know. America has been the wonder of the
world, feeding itself with more than enough to eat yet using only
about 7% of its population in agricultural production. Most of
the world puts 50% of its people on the land, and still cannot
eed the rest. But now even America may be coming to the end of
the food boom. Without intensive food research, says Dr. Parks,
president of Iowa State, in twenty years America, too. will be
hungry, just like all the rest of the world. And the worst shortage
ot all may still be yet to come-water. The world's water table, its
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reserves of fresh water, are steadily and dangerously draining

away. Deserts are eating again into the green earth. In North
Africa alone, along the Sahara, millions may die in 1974.

What happened to the bright new world we thought we were
building a generation or two ago? The scientists and the poets

promised us that progress was "the distinctive mark of man”
(Browning). We are the most knowledgeable generation in the

history of the world. Is this all that we can do with our vaunted
technology, build another Tower of Babel boobytrapped on
every rising level with nuclear weapons capable of annihilating

all mankind? We have wasted the good earth the Lord has given

us, polluted his clear air, fouled the streams and brooks so badly
that fish turn belly up and die. Our cities are a stink and a dis-

grace. In Tokyo, authorities have begun to warn the Japanese

that if things go on as they are, in another twelve years they will

be able to collect the garbage only once every three months. 1

Let me jolt you with one last deadly statistic. John Hannah,
outgoing administrator of our government’s Agency for Interna-

tional Development (AID), says that one-half of all the children
born into the world this year will never live to see their sixth

birthday. 2

Look at the world as it really is, and, if you look only at the

world, don’t babble about hope. It reminds me of Auden’s
somber lines on human despair:

The glacier knocks in the cupboard

The desert sighs in the bed,

And the crack in the teacup opens

A lane to the land of the dead. 3

"No children," says my German friend. Not in this kind of

world.

Now strangely enough, considering the fact that we are talk-

ing about Christian hope, the Bible does not directly dispel such
pessimism. It holds out no great hope for this earth as such. "The
earth shall perish.” says the Old Testament (Ps. 102:25-26). It

will be "burned up,” adds the New (2 Pet. 3:10).

Some years ago the German theologian Professor Edmund
Schlink of Heidelberg University shocked an ecumenical con-
ference which had gathered to consider the same optimistic
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theme which is ours tonight, "Jesus Christ, the Hope of the

World. ” He said.

If in ourthinkingabout this subject we place the emphasis on

the preservation of this threatened world, we shall miss the

point. IfweexpectChrist to ensure this world so that men may
continue undisturbed their pursuit of liberty, may carry on

their business, and seek an improvement in their standard of

living, then Christ is not the hope of the world, but rather the

end of all the world's hopes. 4

In the Bible, he went on to point out, the coming of Christ as the

hope of the world means also the end of the world as we know it

now.

The World with Christ: Hope with a Future

If the world is as hopeless as it looks, and if, on top of that, the

Bible says it is doomed, what do we mean when we say, "Jesus

Christ is the Hope of the World”? To understand that, we must

ask what Christians mean by hope, and how it is connected with

Jesus Christ.

When people tell me that my Christian hope is unrealistic, I

tell them that the trouble is not with my hope, but with their

reality. Their reality is too small. They are so petrified by the

present that they forget the past and the future. They are so busy

looking at the world that they never look up to see God. Of

course, in that kind of a world there is no hope. But one of the

most important lessons in the whole Bible is that hope is not

confined to any one point in space or time. It is tied to a person,

Jesus Christ, and it is forever. “Jesus Christ is the same yesterday

and today and forever” (Heb. 13:8).

Things do look rather bad these days. But they have been

worse. If you have given up hope because today is so bad, look

back about 1900 years. The darkest day the world has ever

known was not Watergate, My Lai or Hiroshima. It was the day

Gentiles and Jews took the Hope of the World, Jesus Christ, and

stripped him. beat him and killed him on a cross. The dead

shuddered and hell broke loose, and for one agonizing instant,

a moment never to be repeated, the whole human race was

utterly and completely. God-forsakenly lost. "My God, my God.
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why have you forsaken me?” came a cry from the cross, from

Christ, the second Adam.
Bui God took that most hopeless of all days and made it the

hinge of history, not its end. He is always doing the happily un-

expected. Unlike human history, which always seems to turn

out bad just when it begins to look good, God’s salvation history

is at its best when things look worst.

Look at the depressing story of man's hopes. It reads like a bad

joke, one of those “That’s good, no that’s bad” jokes. Centuries

ago the Chinese discovered a new source of energy, gunpowder.
That’s good. No, that’s bad. Gunpowder kills people. A few hun-

dred years later the Americans discovered a new source of

energy, oil. That’s good. Oil goesn’t kill people. No, that’s bad. It

pollutes, it kills the world, and besides, we’re running out of it.

Well, here’s good news anyway: We now have an ever better

source of energy, nuclear fission. No, even that is bad. It kills

people faster than gunpowder and pollutes more lethally than

oil.

There is nothing wrong, of course, with man’s discoveries

—

the more the better. And there is nothing wrong with each new
hope as such, except that this kind of hope is anchored to man
and not to God: and man without God takes each new shining

discovered hope and turns it into an engine of his own destruc-

tion. That is his curse. Man’s hope lies in the fact that God does
just the opposite. He takes the worst and uses it to save. He took

death, the ultimate instrument of man’s destruction, and con-
quered it, defused it. He raised jesus Christ from the dead and
the disciples saw him, and even doubting Thomas touched him
and at last believed. He who was dead lives, and that makes
Jesus Christ the Hope of the World. He gives us a future to live

for, not just a present to die in.

The real trouble with the world is not that it is running out of

physical resources, but that it is running out of hope. And it is

running out of hope because it puts its hope in the wrong thing,

in physical resources, for example, which is not where hope
belongs. Did you hear Mrs. Meir's rather wry remark some
weeks ago: “Our forefather Moses led our people for forty years
through the wilderness, and then settled in the only part of the
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Middle East without any oil.” But Moses was absolutely right

He followed God. It was not oil that made Canaan the Promised

Land, not even milk and honey—but the promise, God’s promise

that in Abraham should all the world be blessed. He gave Israel

a hope, and the Hope of Israel has made that tiny nation in-

destructible. It refuses to die.

By contrast, too much of our part of the world has given up

hope and seems all too ready to die. Part of the reason, I think,

is that the most popular philosophy of our time takes away the

future, takes away hope, and thereby takes away the human will

to live. “Only the now is real,” says the secular existentialist.

But if that is so, as the more honest existentialists like Camus
admit, there is really no purpose in going on living. Think clear-

ly, he urges, and do "not hope any more.” 5
1 respect his integrity,

but I am not attracted by his squirrel-cage philosophy. It leads

to surrender, to suicide, to death.

They say that about 500,000 people, half a million, will try to

commit suicide in the United States in 1974, and the U.S. is not

even in the tqp ten of the “suicide countries.” It ranks seven-

teenth. 6 What’s worse, people don’t even care any more. When
the 500th suicide leaped off the Golden Gate Bridge earlier this

year, San Francisco newspapers asked their readers if the city

should put up a better guard rail. Readers wrote in seven to one

against it. It would spoil the view! That is what happens when

only the now is real.

I prefer the radical realism of the Christian faith. It does not

deny the present. It faces it. It faces all the despairing realities of

the now with hope because it sees them in the balancing per-

spective of the equally true realities of the past and the future.

Hope begins with what God did that day on Calvary 1900 years

ago, and it never ends. Hope is eternal. Hope is life forever for

them that believe. Hope is the promise that he will come again.

However the world may end—and let's not pretend to know
more about that than the Bible unambiguously teaches— it ends

with Christ's victory for man, and not with man’s annihilation

of man. It ends with hope, and that is not an end.

O God, our help in ages past,

Our hope for years to come.
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Our shelter from the stormy blast.

And our eternal home.

The World and Christ and You: Hope with a Mission
But 1 must make one final, important point. When some Chris-
tians sing that great hymn, the 1 10th Psalm, they manage to miss
one of the key points about Christian hope, namely, that hope
carries with it a mission. It is not just a bomb shelter, a safe
and future home. It is all that, yes, but more. If as Christians all

we have to say is, “There’s no hope for the world, and the sooner
you are out of it the better. So die and receive the hope laid up for
you in heaven if that is our gospel, it deserves all the scorn
that the communists heap upon it with their caricature, “Pie in
the sky by-and-by.”

God sent hope into the world not by taking Christians out, but
by sending the missionary in, his Son. Jesus is the Hope of the
World not simply because he calls us to glory. He is the Hope of
the World because he left that glory and became hungry with the
hungry to feed them, and weak with the sick to heal them, and
condemned with the oppressed to overcome for them.

To the poor, said Gandhi, “God can only appear as bread
and butter.” But isn’t that precisely how God did appear? He
came in the flesh, and he said, “I am bread.” True, he went on to
explain to his disciples the spiritual truth that he is the bread of
life, but it was not eternal life he divided that day among the
multitudes by Galilee. It was bread. Don’t take the meat and the
wheat out of the Christian hope.

If food is short, the Christian agriculturalist had better join the
search for another miracle grain like the Philippine and Pakistan
rice that raised food production five times over and gave Asia
the beginning of what is called the “green revolution.” Christ
fed the multitudes. If you are a physicist, why should it be be-
neath you as a Christian to get out and look for oil or for alterna-
tive sources of energy ? One of God’s forgotten miracles had to do
with oil. Look up the miracleof the olive oil in 2 Kings 4.

To get closer home, if you are a comfortable white, you had
better get a little uncomfortable about racial injustice, or don’t
make the mistake of going as a missionary to Africa. Racism is a
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sin, one of the deadliest—or have you forgotten that the parable
of the Good Samaritan is not just a sweet little story about help-
ing people who get beaten up by thieves? It is a blast against the
sin of racism—Jews against Samaritans. But incidentally, if I

may speak for a moment as an Asian, if you are a comfortable
black you had better get uncomfortable about black discrimina-
tion against Asians in Africa. No race has any corner on racism.
“All have sinned, and fall short of the glory of God.”

Let me put the needle in once more. If you are an American,
black or white or yellow or brown, you had better ask yourself
as a Christian whether it is quite right for a country with only 6%
of the world’s population to seize for itself 35% of the whole
world s annual production. Ron Seaton of India tells me that if

the rest of the world used up materials at the rate the United
States does, we would devour six times as much as the world can
even produce in a year. It is a sad comment on the free world
that we are better at producing wealth but the communists are
better at distributing it. One part of the missionary calling in our
time may well be a voluntary reduction of our overinflated stan-
dard of living, so that those who have never had enough may
finally get their fair share. They can, you know. That is part of
our hope.

Edward Rogers, in his book Poverty on a Small Planet, makes
a convincing case for the hope that even with the way we have
wasted them the world can provide the raw materials and the
energy to give its ever-increasing population a decent standard
of living. But he adds, “Whether the standard is attained or not
depends on the will ofman, not on the niggardliness of Nature.” 7

I wish he had not stopped there. If it depends on the will of man,
we are still back in the squirrel cage. We will botch it up. We
always have.

Remember Auden’s poem about the crack in the teacup
widening and a "lane to the land of the dead”? Its title is “We’d
rather be ruined than changed.” Auden was a Christian. He saw
men choosing ruin, but he knew that man can also choose to be
changed. The change is Christ. And that, too, makes him the
Hope of the World. He changes people, and people can change
the world—physically, not just spiritually.
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Some people remember Antioch only as the church where the

evangelistic world mission began. I like to remember that in

church history it is also famous as the church with a changed

heart—a heart for social action. Its welfare program supported

3.000 widows; it had relief for the unemployed, a daily bread

line and even a used-clothes department.

Two weeks ago I attended services in the greatest missionary

church I know, the Youngnak Presbyterian Church in Seoul.

Twenty-six years ago it had twenty-seven members, a handful of

bedraggled refugees from North Korea. Today more than ten

thousand people almost fight their way to get into the church

every Sunday. They have to relay the service over closed-circuit

TV to the overflow crowds. They even have instantaneous trans-

lation into English with earphones for heathen American tour-

ists who wander in, wondering what all the action is about. They
support forty evangelists to carry the gospel to unreached vil-

lages. They have sent missionaries to Thailand and Formosa and
even as far away as Ethiopia. It is no accident that they also have

orphanages, widows’ homes, an employment service, family

counseling and even a used-clothes offering like Antioch. No
part of the life of the people is beyond the heart concern of that

missionary church. When occasion demands, it has even been
known to talk back to the Korean government.

But—and let me stress the but—let’s not distort the gospel the

other way either. That church calls itself the Youngnak Church,
which, in Korean, means the Church of Everlasting Joy. It does
not call itself the Church of Full Employment. It knows that the

greater dimensions of the Christian hope are not temporal, but

eternal. Our hope is the hope of salvation.

For the Christian church to settle for any lesser hope, whether
by technological advance or by social action, is a betrayal of the

faith and no ultimate service to the human race. Finding enough
food, water and oil, or even justice, to keep this world going and
saying that that is enough is like throwing a life preserver to a

man who has fallen overboard from an ocean liner, but not

bothering to stop and pick him up. It may keep him from drown-
ing, but he will still die from the wind or the sun or the sharks.

This is not to say that it is no part of the rescue to throw him the
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life preserver. It is. It may be the only thing that keeps him alive

to be rescued. But what finally counts is picking him up and

taking him aboard. So with our mission. Anything less than sal-

vation from sin and incorporation into the family of God, his

church, is what Jacques Ellul would call “the false presence of

the Kingdom.” There is a deeper hunger than the physical, a

hunger and a thirst that only Christ can satisfy. Social action is

not evangelism, and as a substitute for evangelism it is a tempta-

tion of the devil. “Turn these stones into bread.” And Jesus said,

‘‘No. Man does not live by bread alone” (Mt. 4:3-4).

When the world is dying as inexorably and far more perma-

nently from lack of the “living bread” as from all its other

hungers combined, and when that makes world evangelism the

greatest missionary challenge of all, why is it that so many Chris-

tians are saying that the day of the missionary is past?

Some people rationalize it: “We’ve already done our part. We
sent the missionaries. They’ve established the church. There’s a

church now in every corner of the globe—an African church in

Africa, Indonesian in Indonesia, Korean in Korea. They’ll

finish the task. Our part is over.” So they turn on the TV.

Others just throw up their hands: "The whole thing is hope-

less. The missionary has failed. Look at what happened. It’s been

almost 200 years since William Carey exploded the modern mis-

sionary movement around the world, and what are the results?

There are more non-Christians in the world today than when we

started.”

Now which way do you want it? You cannot have it both

ways. Is it because we have succeeded or because we have failed

that we do not need the foreign missionary any more? Logically

speaking, in both arguments the premise is true but the conclu-

sion is false. We have succeeded and we have failed, but this

world still needs the missionary, and, praise God, the Lord of

Hope and the Lord of the Harvest still sends them out.

What are the facts? Is it true that because we have been so suc-

cessful at putting the church in every land that those lands now
no longer need outsiders like us as missionaries? That's not

biblical; it’s not historical; it’s not even kind. In Christ there are

no outsiders. To think so is racist. Christ’s body is international.
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There was a church in Rome, but Paul the missionary went to
Rome. There was a church already in England, but Augustine
went to Canterbury, and he changed the whole history of Chris-
tianity in England. To argue against sending outsiders to places
where the church already exists is like saying to Inter-Varsity.
There is already a church in Massachusetts so keep out of

Harvard.”

But in some ways my primary objection is that it is not prac-
tical. The decision to be a foreign missionary, which is what I am
talking about, is not a spiritual decision at all. Of course, to the
Christian, all decisions are, in a way, spiritual. But my spiritual
decision, the release ofmy own ambitions, telling the Lord I was
ready to go, sent me to North Dakota. Going overseas, going to
China—there was nothing spiritual about that. It was a purely
practical, common-sense decision. Where would I be most use-
ful? Where was I most needed? Looking at the world as a prac-
tical Chr^tmn, other things being equal, and remembering that
the held is people not geography, shouldn't somebody go where
t ere are fewer Christians and more people than where there
are less people and more Christians? Remember Bill Borden's
illustration, ten people carrying a log, nine at the little end and
one staggering at the heavy end. If you want to help, to which
end do you go? That is not a spiritual decision.

What about the other objection: We have already failed ? There
are more non-Christians today than when we started. Again,
that is partly true. The log is getting heavier all the time, more
non-Christians in the world every year. And if by failure you
mean we have not converted the world, we have failed. But that
is not our mission. We don’t convert, the Lord does. Our task is
evangehsm which is just telling the hopeless, all the'hopeless.

at there is hope and who the hope is. It's an equal opportunity
P
n°

8
I

am
w°*

Spmtual social security. But we are not very equal
a out it. Most of the world lives in Asia and Africa, and we stillkeep 80% of the world's Christians right here in the West I am
speaking statistically, of course. Only God knows where the
Christians really are. Latin America has deceived itself intohinking „ is 90% Christian, and you people in North Americaand Europe are ,ust as bad. Asia, by contrast-more than half
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of all the world’s people—is even statistically only

2% Christian. There is our real failure.

But there is nothing hopeless about it. For one thing, we
could send more missionaries not less to where most of the non-
Christians are. that is. overseas to Asia and Africa. That would
take away some of the inequity. We could send them to where
the opportunities are, to Korea, to Indonesia. There is nothing
unchristian about success. It is perfectly biblical to go where the

harvests are white. We could also send some to where the

greatest needs are most unmet. Ralph Winter of Fuller Seminary
points out in the Evangelical Missions Quarterly that most of the

world’s non-Christians are still in three immense, virtually un-
penetrated blocks of people: the Chinese, the Muslims and the

Hindus. 8 Just those three blocks number about two billion peo-

ple, about half the world, and only 5% of the world’s 50,000
Protestant missionaries are trying to reach them.

Yes, we have failed. But who says we are beaten? There are

signs of miracle and breakthrough everywhere. If you are really

discouraged, come to Korea. I will show you a church growing
so fast that it doubles the number of Christians every ten years,

growing four times as fast as the general population. Talk about
the caricature of the missionary treading the burning sands, con-
verting a cannibal now and then—my work as missionary takes

me to an office on the eighth floor of the Christian Center Build-

ing just off the subway in one of the ten largest cities in the

world, a city which has 1,500 Protestant churches. Whole new
battalions of missionaries are arising from there. If you North
Americans do not get around to the unfinished task, the Koreans
will.

There are 3,000 missionaries from the Third World, according
to one count, who are already in the work, and no one can tell

them it won’t work. They’re not listening. They have heard the

Lord Jesus Christ, the Lord of the- Universe, the Hope of the

World, and he says "Behold I have set before thee an open door,

and no man can close it."

Look at Africa. Ten years ago they told us we were losing

Africa to the Muslims. Today we know that it is not the Muslims
but the Christians who are sweeping that continent. David
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Barrett tells us that Africa is not just the 17% Christian we
thought it was, but 40% Christian and growing so fast, thanks

to the amazing indigenous spread of African Christianity. By the

year 2000 Africa will have 350 million Christians, which is more
Christians than there are people in Africa today. 9 Don’t you be-

lieve the mission has failed—it is just beginning!

Even this wonderful explosion of the faith, however, is not

what makes Jesus the Hope of the World. It was not in Korea

where everything is going so wonderfully that I learned my most

indelible lesson in hope. It was in China, where things are most

hopeless.

As I said, I was arrested, charged with embezzlement, thrown

out of the country. When they told me to get out, they said I

could take $100 in American money. So I rushed home but could

not find $100 in American money. I had signed a letter—they

had made me sign it—that by permission I was taking $100 in

American money out of the country, and all I could find was $97.

In my upset condition I began to think it was all a deep commu-
nist plot. Somehow they knew I had only $97 so they made me
sign a letter that I was taking $100. It was not true, but it worried

me, and I was worried all the way to the station, all the way to

Shanghai, all the way to Canton.

On the way to the station, two missionaries with the China
Inland Mission, Mr. and Mrs. Guinness, came to me and made a

request, “Won’t you take our son with you when you go? We
can’t get out; we don’t know if we’ll ever get out, but we want
him to; and he doesn’t need any letter of permission.”

I replied, “Yes, we’ll take Oswald.” So he came along.

All the way I began worrying more and more about the miss-

ing three dollars. I was waiting for them to seize me, search me
and accuse me—“You bribed your way out. Where’s the missing
three dollars?”—and throw me back into jail. We arrived in Can-
ton. They went through our bags and our luggage, and then they

began on our bodies.

Oswald came up and asked, “Are they going to examine me
like that?”

I said, “Yes, Oswald, but what difference does it make?
They’re looking for American money, and you don’t have any.”
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“But I have some American money.”
“How much do you have?”

“I have three dollars.”

Now don’t misunderstand me. I don’t believe in God because
of any measly three-dollar miracle. My hope does not depend on
that kind of intervention by God. What of others who were not

able to get out? If there was no such miracle, is there no hope
for them? Theirs is a far greater miracle, the miracle of faith and
trust and hope even when God’s answer is No. My kind is for the

weak, and at that point I was weak indeed. I think the good Lord
must have looked down and said, "I can’t let a missionary of

mine stumble out of China like that, tired and discouraged and
almost on the verge of nervous collapse.” So he chose to minister

to my weakness and used a very little thing to remind me that

he is still God, and he was still there.

That is the ultimate ground of all hope. Jesus is Lord of the

Universe and Hope of the World. Reverse the phrases. He is the

Hope of the World precisely because he is Lord of the Universe.

If you know that, you will not need little miracles like mine. You
will be able to say with David Livingstone, “Without him not

one step. With him—anywhere!” He is our hope.

Notes
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Let ns, therefore, come boldly unto the throne

of grace that we may find grace to help in

time of need. Heb. 4:16.

Twenty Second Day.

Pray for the EASTERN CIRCUIT,
Pyengyang Presbytery.

Dr S. A. Moffett.

The COUNTRY WORK of our station is

divided into districts each with the oversight or

advisory help of one of the ordained missionaries.

Organized churches have Sessions regularly cons-

tituted. Croups and unorganized churches have not

yet developed to this extent, but are supervised

by Korean Pastors and unordained Helpers who in

turn, are under the direction of the missionary.

The EASTERN CIRCUTT is composed of 34

churches, 22 organized and 12 unorganized. It lies

along the banks of the Tai Tong River. There

are 9 pastors and 4 helpers associated with the

missionary.

There is one city of over 10,000 people where

the large cement works furnishes employment to

many. There are two churches in that city. The
rest of the work is in villages. Life is largely

agricultural or connected with the activities of the

river. Of recent years, coal mines in this field

have attracted workers and one church is among

that class. The field is old and the population

is rather shifting. Pray for the workers in the

old and the new churches.



JESUS CHRIST, THE HOPE OF THE WORLD
- Samuel H. Moffett

I spent two years once in communist China. I
couldn’t get out. Day and night it was dinned into me

that the hope of lthe world is Btfao Tze-Tung. A laege part
of the communist world believes it. Then suddenly I was
arrested, given a kind of people's trial, found guilty of

embezzlement, and thrown out of China. What a joy to be

back in the free world. But a niece of mine, who ought to

know because she had just graduated from Shin* college,

s€Km told me that there is absolutely no hope for the world
anymore. She had been reading ecology.

^
Wew-tha^too, is

false, but a large part of the free world believes it.

So I have most of the world against me, I am afraid, when
I say to you toniggt that there is hope for the world, and
that hope is in no other name, in nothing else, but Jesus
Christ. I have that on the authority of the word of God.

Trace "hope" through the Scriptures, as I have
done, and it will soon be abundantly clear to you that

"Jesus Christ the Hope of the World" is more than a slogan.
It is the theme of the whole Btlblhe.

From the Old Testament



Samuel Hugh Moffett

JESUS CHRIST JHE. HOPE OF THE WORLD

I have a gJe-F-ious subject tonight: Jesus Christ the Hope of the World.

But my joy in it was almost spoiled by a visitor from Germany who came to see

me in Seoul a few months ago.

At the time I was already half immersed in the reassuring promises of our

theme. I was^ tracing "hope" through the scriptures where it was abundantly

clear that "Jesus Christ the Hope of the World" i c more than a slogan. It is

the theme of the whole Bible. From the Old Testament, "Why art thou cast down,

0 my soul? . . Hope thou in God" (Ps. 42:5), to the New Testament's "Christ in

you, the hope of glory" (Col. 1:27); from the symbols of hope, the
" anchor of

the soul" (Heb. 6:19), and the
" helmet of the hope of salvation" (I Thess. 5:8),

to the signs of hope -- the sign of the rainbow in the book of Genesis, and the

signs of His coming again in the Book of Revelation -- from beginning to end

the Bible is flooded with the iridescent light of the Christian's hope.

So my heart was warmed by the encouragements of the promises of God. Then

Johan, a young German student dropped in to see me, I had known him five years

ago as a High School exchange student in Korea. Now he has graduated from

college and has taken a job in Berlin as a High School teacher. But before he

began teaching he wanted to see Korea again, so he came back and we talked.

He's a little apprehensive about his job. He is not a practicing Christian.

He wants to get married. "But no children", he said firmly, and he v/ent on to

tell me why. "I don't want to bring any children into a world like this," he

said. And he spoke of wickedness and curruption, pollution and despair and

loss of human hope in a way that put a chill into me.
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In the face of his loss of hope, and all the good reasons he has for

losing hope, how realistic are my reasons for holding on to hope? It's not

enough to stand up and shout, “Jesus Christ is the hope of the world". It is

not enough for Christians to peer out hopefully at tfefs- incredibly bad world

through our happy little stained glass church windows and delude ourselves into

thinking that our pretty colors will make the world all right. If Jesus Christ

is going to be the hope of the world, we have got to begin with the world as it

really is, and hope as it really is, and Jesus Christ as he really is. Slogans

are not enough. The words have got to focus on things believably real, or we

remain as self-deluded as a Red Guard in China with his communist chants and

his Chairman Mao.

So to avoid dreams and wishful thinking and a bad headache or worse when

we wake up, let us stay as close as possible to things as they are and let me

make three simple observations about Christian hope.

1. First, if we begin with the world as it is, we must admit with Johan

that there really isn't much hope left. There never is, without Christ.

2. But second, let me point out that to be realistic, hope must reckon

with jfn_ of reality -- not just the cramping facts of a dismal present.

Jes u s Christ gives us hope with a future

.

3. And finally, I must remind you of your part in this hope. If Christ is

the hope of the world, and not just a little private hope for you and

me, we must get out into the world with that hope. Christ gives us

hope wi th a_ mission .

I . The Wo^ld As It Is_. Hopeless .

Begin then, with the world as it is, pretty hopeless. (What Dante e*ee
A

wrote over th-e entrance of Hell could be written today over the whole world



were a hollow globe ami was completely filled wit', oil—which of course it isn't

--even then, at the present rate of increasing consumption we would be completely

out of oil in less than 70 years, that is, by the year 2040 .

Even before that, by 1990
, they say, the United States may be facing a more

alarming shortage. We may run out of food. It seems impossible, I know. America

has been the wonder of the world, feeding itself with more than enough to eat yet

using only about 7% of its population in agricultural production. Most of the

world puts 50% of its people on the land, and still can't feed the rest. But now

even America may be coming to the end of the food boom, \wrthout i

n

tenIive~7ood

rese^ch,_saysj)r. Park s, preside nt of Iowa State) *Jn twenty years, America too

will be hungry, just like all the rest of the world. \id the worst shortage of

all may still be yet to come. Water. The world's water table, its reserves of
.

fresh water are steadily and dangerously draining away. Deserts are eating again

into the green earth. In North Africa alone, along the Sahara? mill ion* may die
A-. - A

in l&H. IT* <Ln/J ^ Ht* ko/-) -few

What happened to the bright new world we thought we were building a genera-

tion or two ago?
f
The scientists and the poets promised us that progress was
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'

—

^
'
J’the distinctive mark ofman^ (Browning)

.]
We are the most knowledgeable

generation in the history of the world. Is this all that we can do with our

wwrted technology,' 'build another Tower of Babel boobytrapjed on every rising

level with nuclear weapons capable of annihilating all mankind? *We have

wasted the good earth the Lord has given us, polluted his clean air, fouled the

streams and brooks so badly that fish turn belly up and die. Our cities are a

stink and a disgrace. In Tokyo, authorities have begun to warn the Japanese

that if things go on as they are, in another twelve years they will be able to

collect the garbage only once every three months.

Let me J0lt ycJ with one last deadly statistic.JyJoto Hannah, outgoing^,

administrator^ our government^Agency for International Development (AID) J
says that one half of all the children born into the world this year will never

live to see their sixth birthday.

Look at the world as it really is, and if you look only at thT^oH^dTnV' -

babble about hope.

wwW ra-ther be r-u^aed tten cha-ngod. ."

"The glacier knocks in the cupboard

The desert sighs in the bed,

And the crack in the teacup opens

A lane to the land of the dead."

, n 4 1*0 clJPjLk* .No children, says my German friend^ Not in this kind of a world.

Now strangely enough, considering the fact that we are talking about

Christian hope, the Bible does not directly dispel such pessimism. It holds

out no great hope for this earth as such. "The earth shall perish," says the

Old Testament (Ps. 102:25). It will be "burned up", adds the New. (II Pet. 3:10).

me-ef^ Auden's ;semfe-er 1 i ne s on human despair:
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Some years ago the German theologian Professor Edmund Schlink of Heidelberg

University shocked an ecumenical conference ^wh4-ch—h-a-d— ga th et^ed—"to- cons i de r—the

"Jesus Christ, the Hope of the

. fie_sa.fd, If in our thinking about this subject we place the emphasis

on the preservation of this threatened world, we shall miss the point. If we

expect Christ to ensure this world so that men may continue undisturbed their

pursuit of liberty, may carry on their business, and seek an improvement in

their standard of living, then Christ is not the hope of the world, but rather

the end of all the world's hopes." In the Bible, he went on to point out, the

coming of Christ as the hope of the world means also the end of the world as wu

know it now_ it^ 4*! W - W 4k. 14^

Well, if the world is as hopeless as it looks, Jind if—on-top of thafrp~tfrg

Bible, says ..it is doomed", v/hat do we mean when we say, "Jesus Christ is the hope

of the world." To understand that, we must ask what Christians mean by hope,
V^A

and how iri is connected with Jesus Christ.

X
1 1 . The World With Chris t : Hope With a Future .

When people tell me that my Christian hope is unrealistic, I tell them

that the trouble is not with my hope, but with their real i ty

.

fk&nw Wi-isjed Vwofl
(j 1*^4) if .

A

too small.
A

T-hey-are-se petrified by the present ttwrt they forget the past and

the future. They are so busy looking^ at the world that they never look up*to
- * a put m n a Qrt - *

see God. Of course, in that kind of a world there is no hope. But one of the

most important lessons in the whole Bible is that hope is not confined to any

one point in space or time. It is tied to a person, Jesus Christ, and it is

forever. "Jesus Christ is the same, yesterday, today and forever." (Heb. 13:8).

Things do 1 ook rattier ba4 tkese dstys. But tlrey^ve been wo^oc . If you have

given up hope because today is so bad, look back a^ow4-4960-yett^-. The darkest
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ttj toft;

j

. 7

day the world has ever known was not^ Watergate , or My-U-4 or Hiroshima) It was Ifa^ <f

^*4 the day Gentiles and Jews took the hope of the world, Jesus Christ, and stripped

him and beat him and killed him on a cross. The hell broke

loose, and for one agonizing instant, a moment never to be repeated, the whole

human race was utterly and completely, God-forsakenly lost. "My God, my God,
'tfcjf m Viwhy have you forsaken me?"* came-a-

Adam, ^

Christ, the second

But God took that most hopeless of all days and made it the hinge of

u •

history, not end. He is always doing the happily unexpected. Unlike human

history, which aJways s ooms-ao turnout bad just when it begins to look good,

God's salvation history is as its best when things look worst. Matr^r aurse 4s

-&aaW .

a Irro own dosi

du«-*

Look at the depressing story of man's hopes. It reads like a bad joke, one

of those "That's good, no that's bad" jokes. Centuries ago the Chinese discovered

a new source of energy, gunpowder. That's good. No, that's bad. Gunpowder kills

people. Well, a few hundred years later the Americans discovered a new source of

a k&y

^—4to^-tope -1 i es -nr the fnctr~tftatr God does

energy, oil. That's good,
iUsVt

it-H- No, that's bad. It pollutes.

it kills the world, and besides, we're running out of it. Well, here 4* good news

anyway: we new have
A
an even better source of energy, nuclear fission. No, even

that is bad. It kills people faster than gunpowder, and pollutes more lethally

than oil

.

Now, there is nothing wrong, of course, with man's discoveries. The nore

the better. And there is nothing wrong with each new hope as such, except that
1/UVWW C\*U —/

this kind of hope is anchored to man^ wrs

4

em an d^pewet^, and not to God**, and

Ur 0Vl/K lA Vr t* (_AAs\ f&a u, u tv,Ua/\U
.

Uj><? ^ -itr

yA d^yto u»f tL:
. (-1/ k$u4 'tfc* Lwnjf ct*J mxo it t*.

lir'^crfer' li&frUt tbX -Cs*.
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mcWMid thout
us-esrft- to destroy-. Sod tekesHshe^o^ir

aftd-uses 4tttrswe. He took death, the ultimate instrument of man's destruction,
and conquered it, cfefuee^. He raised Jesus Christ from the dead and the

disciples saw him, and even doubting Thomas touched him and at last believed. He
who was dead lives, and that makes Jesus Christ the hope of the world. He gives
us a future to live for not just a present to die in.

The real trouble with the world is not that it is running out of physical

resources, but that it is running out of hope. And it is running out of hope
because it puts its hope in the wrong thing, in physical resources, for example,
which is not where nope belongs. Did you hear Mrs. Meir's rather wry remark
some weeks ago. "Our forefather Moses led our people for forty years through
the wilderness, and then settled in the only part of the Middle East without
any oil." But Moses was absolutely right. He followed God. It was not oil

that made Canaan the Promised Land. Not even milk and honey. But the promise,
God's promise that in Abraham should all the world be blessed. He gave Israel

hope, and the Hope of Israel has made that tiny nation indestructible. It

refuses to die.

By contrast, too much of our part of the world has given up hope and seems
all too ready to die.) Part'of the reasoifc, I tbjnk, is that the most popular
philosophy of our time takgs a.aylthe fujU, tales ,„»Lo . Ynd thLb^kes

vef "Only the now is rear, says the secular existen-
tlalist. But if that is so, as the more honest existentialists (like Camus admit,}
there is really no purpose in going on living. Think clearly, he urgesTanTdo
"not hope any more". I respect his integrity, but I am not attracted by his

^squijrel-cagephi_losophy.

‘They say that about 500,000 people, half a million, will try to commit
suicide in the United States in 1974, and the U. S. is not even in the top ten
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of the "suicide countries". It ranks 17th. What's worse, peopdi*. don't even

care any more. When the 500th suicide leaped off the Golden Gate bridge earlier

this year, San Francisco newspapers asked their readers if the city shouldn't

put up a better guard rail. Readers wrote in 7 to 1 against it. It would spoil

the view! That's what happens when only the now is real.

I prefer the radical realism of the Christian faith. It doesn't deny the
lock..,

present. It faces it. It faces all tbe
A
despairing realities ef~the=n©w with

hope because it sees them in the balancing perspective of the equally true

realities of we-past and the -f-trfcw=e. Hope begins with what God did that day

on Calvary 1900 years ago, and it never ends.
. Hope is life

forever for them that believe. Hope is the promise that He will come again.

However the world may end -- and let's not pretend to know more about that than
A-fl

the Bible unambiguously teaches -- it ends with Christ's victory for fn&n, and

not with man's annihilation £f man. It ends with hope, and that is not an end.
%

0 God, our help in ages past,

Our hope for years to come,

Our shelter from the stormy blast,

And our eternal home.

III. The World and Christ and You . Hope Wi th a Mi ss i on

.

But I must make one final, important point. When some Christians sing

that great hymn, the 110th Psalm, they manage to miss one of the key points about

Christian hope, namely, that hope carries with it a mission. It's not just a

bo* shelter, a safe and fotore heme. It is
A v

Christians all we have to say is, "There's no hope for the world, and the sooner

you are out of it the better. So die and receive the hope laid up for you in

heaven -- if that is our gospel, it deserves all the scorn that the communists

heap upon it with their caricature, "Pie in the sky by-and-by."
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God sent hope into the world not by taking Christians out, but by sending the

missionary in. His Son. Je^s is the hope of the world not simply because
he calls us to gloiy. He is the hope of the world because he left that
glory and became hungry with the hungry to feed them, and weak with the sick
to heal them, and condemned with the oppressed to overcome for them. He

aSked hiE OisciplfiS to do the same. "As the father has sent me, so send I

you

.

,f

S°" Oucisti.bsW , Bible *ioh sound, str.ngsiy ln ^ It^
to need, "Pur, peligiou „,j undeiiled is this, to evungelise s„a to keep

oneseif unspotted free, the „ortd." [it i, „o disservice to e^ngeli* to
point out thatjihatt i» not nhet the T,st„«„t says. "Pur, religion
undemed is this," .Pit.. J™. "to visit the fatherless end ,ddo.„ i„

affliction
, and to keep oneself unspotted fro, the uorld." (Jas. 1,27) The

Mssion of compassion, Christian serrtoe, is as integral , p„t of the Christian
hope as the mission of .itness, evangelism. The t» cannot be separated. They
have been part of that mission^i^^

, ^
To the poor, ' said Gandhi, "God can only appear as bread and butter."

But isn't that precisely how God did appear? He came in the flesh, and he
said, "I am bread." True, he went on to explain to his disciples the spiritual
truth, that he is the bread of life, but it was not eternal life he divided
that day among the multitudes by Galilee. It was bread. Don't take the meat and
the wheat out of the Christian hope.

If food is short, the Orristian agriculturalist had better join the search
for another miracle grain like the Philippine and Pakistan rice that raised
food production five times over and gave Asia the beginning of what is called
the "green revolution." Ckrlrt fed the multitudes. If you are a physicist
uhy should it be beneath you as a Christian to get out and look for oil, or for
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there. If it depends on the will of man, we're still back in the

squirrel cage. Tfe'll botch it up. We always have. Remember Auden's

poem about the crack in the teacup widening and the "lame to the land of the

dead?" its title is "We'd rather be ruined than changed." Awden was a

Christian. He saw men choosing ruin, but he knew that man can also choose

Width -24vv>^ Hr

to be changed. The changedis Christ. And that* teo makes him the hope of the

fa Wt# <u

world. He changes people, and people can change the world. Physically, mt--iuet

spiritually.

Some people remember Antioch only as the church where the evangelisztc world

mission began. I like to remember that in church history it is also famous

as the church with a changed heart — a heart for social action. Its welfare

program supported 3,000 widows, it had relief for the unemployed, a daily bread

line and even a used clothes department. Tito weeks ago I attended services

in the greatest missionary church I know, the Youngnak Presbyterian Church in

Mo
Seoul. 24 years ago it had 27 members, a handful of bedraggled refugees from

Lo
North Korea. Today more than te*i thousand people almost fight their way to

get into the church every Sunday. They have to relay the service over closed-

circuit TV to the overflow crowds. They even have instantaneous translation

into English with earphones for heathen* American tourists who wander in wondering

what all the action is about. They support forty evangelists to carry the gospel

to unreached villages. They have sent missionaries to Thailand and Formosa

and even as far away as Ethiopia. It is no accident that they also have

orphanages, and widows' homes, an employment service and family counselling,

and even a used-clothes offering like Antioch. No part of the life of the

people is beyond the heart concern of that missionary church. When occasion

demands, it has even been known to talk back to the Korean government.

/

But — and let me stress thgbut — let's not distort the gospel. the other way
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either. That church calls itself the Youngnalc church, xrirrefr} £n Korean, means

the Church of Everlasting Joy. It does not call itself the Church of Pull

Employment. It knows that the greater dimensions of the Christian hope are

not temporal, . Our hope is the hope of salvation.

For the Christian church to settle for any lesser hope, whether by technological

advance or by social action is a betrayal of the faith and no ultimate service

to the human race. Finding enough food and water and oil, or even justice,

to keep this world going, and to say that that is enough, is like throwing

a life preserver to a man who has fallen overboard from an ocean liner, but

not bothering to stop and pick him up. It may keep him from drowning, but

he will still die from the wind or the sun or the sharks. This is not to

say that it is no part of the rescue to thrown him the life preserver. It is.

It may be the only thing that keeps him alive to be rescued. But what finally

counts is picking him up and taldng him aboard. So with our mission. Anything

less than salvation from sin and incorporation into the family of God, his

a
church, is what Jacques Elixir would call "the false presence of the Kingdom"

There is a deeper hunger than the physical, a hunger and a thirst that only

Christ can satisfy. Social action is not evangelism, and as a substitute

for evangelism it is a temptation of the devil: "Turn these stones into

bread." And Jesus said, "No. Man does not live by bread alone." (Matt. U:3,U)

Mien the world is dying as inexorably and far more permanently from lack of the

“living bread" as from all its other hungers combined, and when that makes world

evangelism the greatest missionary challenge of all, why is it that so many

Christians are saying that the day of the missionary is past? 1 4 y ^

. j. . k frL*, dL* ^ bzJ lb ^ T°
^ ^ fbduJ £jT0 «/« ft** WVK - bj*. G*** .AiJ

Is It beoStse we’ve been sp^uccessfuT, Some -say we^nave wbrked Ohrselves o^t AAUJj .

/ / I / / / / [ TW
cjf a/job. The missionary ta!>k is done^the un^eached countries hqve been reached, ^
•bjgre is a Church i^L every land, so let each church evangelise its own. U Let tke

#

cut* scjU ^ *4 4* ^

\
*r

5
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Some people rationalize it. We've already done our part, they

say. We sent the missionaries. They've established the church. There

is a church now in every corner of the globe. An African church in Africa.

An Indonesian in Indonesia. A Korean in Korea. They'll finish the task.

Our part is over. And they turn on the TV.

Others just throw up their hands and say the whole thing is hopeless.

The missi - rary has failed. Look at what's happened. It's been almost 200

years since Wi liam Carey exploded the modern missionary movement around the

world, and what are the results. There are more non-Christians in the world

today then when we started.

Now which way do you want it? You can't have it both ways. Is it

because we've succeeded, or because we've failed that we don't need the

ndssionary,rayxaiBXB- the foreign missionary- ary more. Well, logically, in

both arguments, the premise is true but the conclusion is false. We have

succeeded and we have failed—but this world still needs the missionary,

and^ praise God, the Lord of the hope and the harvest still sends them.

What are the facts? Is it true that because we're so successful,

planting the church in every land, that those lands now no longer need

outsiders as missionaries? ‘that's not Biblical. In Christ there are

no outsiders. The Body, Christ's oody, is international. There was a

church in Home, but Paul the missionary went to Rome. And it's not historical.

There was a church already in England, but Augustine went to Canterbury and

changed the history of Christianity in England. It's not even kind. It's like
•I

saying to Inter-Varsity, there's already a church in Massachusetts, keep out
w

of Harvard. But in some ways, ny primaiy objection is that it's not practical.

You know, the decision to be a foreign missionaiy, which is what I'm talking

about, isn' t a spiritual decision.^ i^^s^iritual decision—the release of my

own ambitions ant telling Him that at last I was ready to go— !
'hat_ sent me to

North Dakota* how nn-^nmornnn n firld un juii jiti? Goin^ to China w s not a
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i 4^ l Aw-* " bl**t lv^» l*~$ku-f Vj^VwKoc( ![i)c

Thprft ypw nn±hi^au gpivJt.n.VI nhnnt t^-Cb infl. It was a purely practical,

common-sense decision: where would I be most useful, and where was I most

needed? DrosAfcggriccdrtPcz^ dbtxkHKXtacdMX -Aad Looking at the

world as a practical Christian, other things being equal, and remembering

that the field is people, not geography, shouldn't somebody go where

there are fewer Christians and more people, than where there are less

people and more Christians, Remember Bill Borden* s illustration again:
little

ten people carrying a log, nine at the hcszxy end and one staggering at

the heavy end. Which end do you go to help?
U)?

But what about the other objection* leuMre already failed, iLu
tW' < kwv£* VvfM > &yvi kr*

r yaw'll ,
npver ^et. t.h n t. Ifl^-frndr up again ,

1M
l%*c[getting heavier all the time\ Well, again that is partly true.

If by failure, you mean we haven* t converted the world, ve*« U<*e

failed. But that isn*t our mission. We don*t convert. The Lord does.

Our part is evangelism—telling the hopeless there is hope and Who the hope

is. All the hopeless. It*s an equal opportunity program, not spiritual

social security.

But we* re not very equal about it. Most of the world lives in

Asia and Africa, and we still keep bOjZ of the world* s Christians in the West.

I*m speaking statistically, of course. Only God knows where the Christians

really are. &cb Latin America, for example, has managed to deceive itself

into thinking it is 90& Christian, and Europe and North America have had the

same chance. Asia, by contrast, with more than half of all the world* s people

is only 2% even statistically Christian. There's #our real failure, but

there's nothing hopeless about it. For one thing you could send more

missionaries, not less, to where most of the non-Christians hxhxxsxkx are.

(«

to Asia and Africa. That would take away some of the inequity. Send them

where the opportunities are—to Korea, to Indonesia. Don't be ashamed of

success. It's perfectly Biblical to go where the harvests are white. But
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send them also to where the greatest needs are most unmet* Ralph Winter

of Puller points out in the next issue of the Evangelical Missions

Quarterly (reprints available now at Urbans), that most of the world's

Christians are still in three immense, virtually unpenetrated blocs

of people: The Chinese, the Moslems and the Hindus. Just those three
about

blocs number xixBxi 2 billion people, almost half the world, but only

of the world's 50,000 Protestant missionaries are trying to reach them.

9!?% of taKxfHXEH our missionary forces are working with only 17% of the

task, he says* Some of the reasons are obvious, but equal

opportunity. iu IfW W ,

But who says we're beaten;
-jL*• ’>j . Only the devil. Not the

Lord.of the Universe, the Hope of the World. There are signs of miracle

breakthrough everywhere.

Come to Korea whin you 0et discouraged. I'll show you a church

growing so fast it doubles the number of Christians there every ten years.

It's growing four times as fast as the general population. Talk

about caricatures of the missionary beating through bhsj the jungles,

converting a cannibal now and then. I work at times in an office el£xm

on the eighth floor of a skyscraper—the Christian Center building— just off

the eijjway in the eighth largest city in the world, a city which has 1500

Protestant churches. If you don't get around to the unfinished task, believe

me the Koreans will. Whole new battalions of missionaries are rising in

the Third World (three thousand of them, according to one count) to #eeb

the challenge. No one can tell them it won't work.

They're rot listening. They've heard the Lord Jesus Christ, the

Lord of the Universe, the Hope of the World, and He says, “Behold I have

set before thee an open door, and no man can close it."

Look at Africa. Ten years ago they told us we were losing Africa

to the Moslems. Today, thanks to more accurate studies by missiologists
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like David Barrett, we know that it f s not the Moslems but the Christians

who aro sweeping the continent* It f s not the 17% Chiir.tian we thought it

was, but 1*0,2 Christian, and growing so fast, thanks to the amazing,

indigenous spread of African Christianity, that by the :*3ur 2000, says

Barrett, there will bo 3^0,000,000 Christians there* That*s more

Christians than there are people in Africa today. Don*t you believe

that the mission ha3 failed. lt*s just beginning.

But one final word. Even this wonderful explosion of the faith—

thirteen times as mary Chrisliana in Africa and Asia today as there were in

1900, says li&lph Winter— it*s not this that makes Josus Christ the Hope

of the World. It wasn f t in Korea, where ovorytliing is «oing so wonaerfully

that I loamed ny most indelible lesson in hopo. It was in China, whone

things were most hopeless. Let me toll you how.
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(Please take the story of the $3 miracle and my leaving
China, from the recorded tape, and add the following
conclusion, which is just about what I gave.,.)

Now don’t misunderstand me. I believe in God not

because of any litftle three dollar miracles. My hope dara

does not depend on that kine of intervention by God. What

of others who were not able to get out. If there was no such

miracle, is there no hope for them? Theirs is a far greater

miracle, the miracle of faith and trust and hope dven when

God's answer is No. My kind is for the weak, and at that

point I was weak indeed. I think the good Lord must have

looked down and said, I can't let a missionary of mine

leave China like that, tired and discouraged and almost on

the verge of nervous collapse. So he chose to minister to

my weakness and used a very little thing to remind me thatM
He is still God, and^He was still there. That is the

ultimate ground of all hope. He is Lord of the Universe and

hope of the world. Reverse the phrases. He is the Hope of

the world precisely because he is Lord of the universe.

If you know that, you will not need little miracles

like mine. You will be able to say with Livingstone, "Without

Him not one step. With Him—anywhere!" He is our hope.

Samuel Hugh Moffett
Urbana
Dec. 31, 1973
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Famed optimist believes

world in 'horrible ' muddi
Rif ITIDCTCM n i nxmorD /1 i. ... . .

tons

By KIRSTEN 0. LUNDBERG
United Press Internet ions i

Nobel prize winner Gunnar Myrdal.
haying lived 81 years as an optimist,
now finds one word sums up today's
world: “Hornble."
“Everything is horrible," said the

joint winner of the first Nobel prize
for economics in 1974, who has gained
even greater fame as an author.
“We had looked forward to a life

where we could help," he said at his
home in Mariefred, Sweden. “We
believed in reform, in education. Now
we are facing a world where it is

difficult to be optimistic."
After World War I, he said, people

spoke with hope of a return to
normalcy.
“Now nobody talks about back to

normalcy, and they have to be very
hopeful that the world will live in
peace."
Chief of the countries which trouble

him is his second homeland, the
United States, a country he once
grouped with underdeveloped nations
as those “in real trouble."
“Iam very disturbed by

developments in America," he said.
“I can foresee a recession, and 1 see
no hope that an effective anti-inflation
policy can be carried out without
bringing the country into a recession.
“Especially the lack of an energy

security pbout the international value
of thedoflar."
Many $f those dollars lie in Arab

hands, ajid that is another cause for
alarm, Myrdal said.

“I'm nbt at all certain about the
stability bf these sheikh countries."
Such views are remarkable because

they come from a man who has clung
all his life to the optimistic idea that
man canbe improved, even
perfected, through education.

In 1944j; concluding his classic study
of the U.$. race problem. “An
America^ Dilemma— the Negro
Problemiand Modern Democracy,”
Myrdal expressed faith that “we have
today in Social science a greater trust
in the immovability of man and
society tljan we have ever had since
the Enlightenment."

Since then, Myrdal has been pushed
against his will to a gloomy view of
man's ability to cope with his own
society, forced to admit that attempts
at reform by education and other
means have fallen far short of their
aims.
“Alva (his wife, a former minister

of disarmament) and I, we are really
children of the Enlightenment . . .

We, who have been trained and still

are in the optimistic Enlightenment
philosophy, are now nearing the end
of our life at a time when the whole
world seems upset, full of dangers,"
Myrdal said.
The world-famous political

economist, shuffling out of his sunny
workroom in white shorts, tee shirt
and sneakers, leaning on a cane,
spoke of his pessimism in

surroundings of idyllic peace and
beauty.
From their picture windows,

Myrdal and his wife watch the
decidedly non-horrible view of a rain
squall clearing off of Lake Malaren.
the island-dotted lake which pushes
west from Stockholm toward the
heart of Sweden.
But his current view' of his own

country is also gloomy, though he
readily admits the 8 million Swedes
have it better than most.
Sweden's worst problem is

inflation. Myrdal thinks, but said. “In
the overwhelming part of Sweden,
they don't even feel we are in much of
a crisis."

The one absolute necessity as the
world enters the 21st century. Myrdal
believes, is increased international
cooperation.
“What most countries presently do

is hurt other countries ... We have
such a lack of cooperation.”



THERE'S STilLL HOPE
Aniece whb. should kkiow . . told me there is no hope for the
world an]/ ijiore. She, had been reading ecology. I must ad-
mit somelpyies I'm ready to agree. The human race is run-
ning out of heat, food, w4i£r--just about everything but
people. A few years ago, the oil crisis. Tomorrow's shor
tage may be mpre serious. Water. The world's water tabl
it's reserves of fresh water, are steadily draining away.
Already the deserts are eating into the green earth. In
North Africa alone, the Sahel & Ethiopia, 13 m. people ma
die this year directly or indirectly because of drought.

What happened to the bright new world we thought we were
building. We have wasted the good earth the Lord has giv
us, plluted His clean air, fouled the streams and brooks
so badly that fish turn belly up & die. Our cities are a
stink and disgrace. In Tokyo, pol ice _»ay, if things go o
as they are, in 12 yrs they will be able to collect the
garbage only once every 3 months. ! | of a all children
born this yr will not live to see their 6th birthday.

When you look at world as it really is, like this, you
wonder how Christians can babble on about hope. Shouldnt

isn't it more honest & realistic tha
the Xn's loose and luminous hopes?

The answer is no. There's nothing unralistic about hope.
To those who insist that my Xn hope is unrealistic, I mus
simply say that the trouble is not with Xn hope, but with
their idea of reality. Their reality is too small. Thei
world view is too restricted. They have missed most of
what really is. Obsessed with gloomy present, they've
forgotten that there is more to time than the now; there
is also a past and a future. And most important, they
have forgotten God. In their little cramped kind of
real i ty--a world without a past or a future or God—of
course there is no hope. But our Xn hope is not confined
to any^ gloomy present, to any one point in space or time.
We don t call off Easter when it rains. Our hope is tied
to a person, Jesus Xt, and it is forever. "J.X. the
same, yesterday, today and forever. " (Heb. 13:8)

If you think the present is hopeless, look at the past.
The darkest day the world has ever known was not Watergat
or the Russian Revolution, or the rise of the Nazis, or

fefcT Cl\ /fl , Pt fa Lrvfi* ya
ZjPjrv cyj

;
c.UJc.

e^peaking about absolute despair? Tte>t
1

s
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doing the happily unexpected. Unlike humanistory, which seems to turn out bad just when it beqinsto look good, God's salvation history is at its best whenthings look worst. Look at the depressing storv of our
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9lad Easter morning long ago, God took deathe ultimate instrument of human destruction, and used itfor our salvation. He took death & conquered ?? He ralsJX from the dead, and the disciples saw a Risen Lord andeven doubting Thomas touched him and believed This’iswhat Easter is all about, and this is all that Easter ? s
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(J)commit suicide this year; and US is not even in top 10
of suicide countries. It ranks 17th. What is worse, peopl
don't even seem to care any more. When 500th suicide jump
off Gold Gt. Bridge a few yrs ago, S.F. pepers asked reade
if city shouldn't put up better guard rail. Readers voted
7 to 1 against it. It would spoil the view! Not so absurl
as it sounds. If life has neither hope or meaning, as so
many think, why shouldnt a good view be worth as much as a,
human being. In the new vocabulary of today, we're told
to call that "radically honest thinking". "Squi rrel -cage
thinking" I call it. It puts human beings in the endless
wheel of a life without purpose, with death the only hope,
the only escape.

I prefer the radical realism of the Xn faith. The Xn doesn|
deny the world has problems. But instead of running away
from them, we face them. We meet them unafraid because wel
know that the discouraging facts of today, real though thef
are, are no more real or painful that X's death on cross,
and al so--here is our hope--no more real than the fact of
the empty tomb. Our hope rests firmly on what God did
that first Easter, and what was done then can never be tak|
from us. Xn hope reaches into the past, carries us thru
the present, and on into God's glorious future. However
this world may end--and let's not pretend to know more abol
that than we should (Jesus warned about that)--at least we|
know this much from God's word: it ends with X's victory
for the human race; not with humanity's annihilation of
The end of the world is hope, and that is not an end at
all. Whis is why Scots sing the 110th Psalm as an Easter
psalm: 0 God our help in ages past; Our hope for years tol
come. Our shelter from the stormy blast; and our eternal .[

But I must make one final point. When some Christians sinl
that great hymn, they manage to miss one of the key points!
about the Easter hope. Namely, that hope carries with it
a mission. Its not just a shelter from the stormy blast,
a safe and future home. It is that, yes, but more. If asl
Xns^all we have to say is "Just endure a little longer andl
you 11 soon be out of this sad and stormy world and into al
better one , if that is our whole gospel , it deserves allf
the scorn the communists heap on it with "Pie in sky, by-

God
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And

sent hope into the world not by taking Christians out
^sending Christ in. And He is still here. He livesl
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me into what I think has become the most pervasive iflind^habit of ourtimes a deep unease, a sense, almost, of impending apocalyptic doom.

Jhat a contrast to yesterday* s generatin', or the day before yesterdav'

s

Sixty years ago Walter Rauschenbusch, the flaming prophet of the new theology

» iW, "*»&) - w*. «
hope. Then came 1914, 19&3, 1942.

3ngest^5n^Sf w . ..

Christians took another look at the

Too much

TT

‘

lr] , ^
vuixouxcuio uuuu. snowier ±ook at theTvorlo-- at the real -world of wars and famines and depressions— and rode thepenoiaum froin hope to despair all the way to the other end. They gave uphope. They chose to settle down with despair.

fn

Pa„,
°ne

°f
0
^
r da^' s m° st respected prophets of a new theology,Raul Tillich. He utterly and completely reverses Rauschenvusch* s rosy

optimism. Tillich says there is no hope. In one of ]the last articles hewrote before his death, he says "There is no hope for a final sifage of historyin which peace and justice rule. " **

May I suggest, if you still want to find a little hope and happiness.!
changing world, that when you get hp in the morning, you begin your days
neither with the newspaper or the theologians, but with the Bible,
which is more realistic than any newspaper, and better balance* that any
tieolo^ian. It was the Bible that corrected Rauschenbusch* s unreal
utopianism with isUs sobering reminder of the pervasive and continuing
power of human sin. Today, to. th^iLEible
noy so much for a correction a little good
news, today, which, of course, is what the BifcLe is all about.

There are two currently popular but pessimistic views of the world to
i-diich I take strong exception. It is almost axiomatic in some circles to
say:

1. First, that the human race is near its end.
And second, that if, somehow, the human race manages to survive,
at least the Church is near its end.

.°ut whao I want to say today is that these axioms of desoair are neither
Christian, nor Biblical, nor true. ftaii&W^one of them/

^ ^Iie first gloomy concensus is that man is about to commit suicide;
dhe human race is nea.r its end, 11 The curse of modem man. M said an editorial
in Newsweek not long ago, "(is) continually to confront new possibilities
Ox self-destruction" , It will come as no surprise to you to learn that Li 3*»oti~oclc

* /'
t âm' l^he most ominous of 4these "new possibilities of self-destruction"

A
; nuclear weaponry, the population explosion & pollution.
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nothanS hew about death. But this much at least is true, we probablylive closer to death today than the human race has ever lived before.
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?f ’ famine* ®-th the world's population exploding toone point where it will soon be doubling /every ten years, there simply fallnit be_ enough iood for all /the hungry mouths. Already two-thirds of theworid is tundCr-fed. Already between 20 and 30 milliom oeople die from

SSfS00 Dr * PaUl airlich warns that as
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ea^y as themid-?0s the world s "time of famines" will begin, much massive and prolongedfamines as the world has never seen before.
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stl^ the l^j-ckest way to fend the human race, of course, is bylthetomb. Tne rider on the red horse 18 war.
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S ’ 3 thousand little bombs, aiillion computersall going wrong at once, a billion traffic jams, three billion nervous breakdowns— and, there's the endl

s orea*-

This is the way the world ends,
This is the way the world ends,
This is the way the world ends,
Not with a bang, but a whimper.

In a world like olrs, which has run pti t ^
J&

1

6 6
vf

6 °f ?16 abyss
* what is the mission and message of"the Christian

cnurch. Is it to add doom to doom, and threaten judgment/ I do not
thin.c so. There have been times, as in the shallow, happy days of
waiter Rauschenbusch, when man dreamed of inevitable progress, and badly needed
°, ra7anci®d G°d?s judging. But it is no denial of judgment to hold

ouL.^r^ 6 3nd what pur world most needs to jear about is hope. As a matter
o.l i.. io^ does not -fc-ni (W «n i.^, i. real few easily it turns to £the
xalse. Tins is one reason iwoot^c.T*i ~ ^ n- - a.,.[the appeal of astrology— there are
-C °* aS

J?

rol°bers
?

J >Ll in Anierica? tfey say for every lonely scientific
astron^oner. Listen to the popular songsT

,lien tne moon is in the seventh house
Ati^upit er aligns with Mars,
Then peace will gaid^e the planets
And love will rule the stars.

^

That is what the world wants. Hope, .but it viillj never find it in
AqVorius, in the stars. It is, however, precisely what the gospel offers.
Ana our mission #s to tell the world about it. We have a mission fcf hope and

°* «*oe toyman. In.a world *that fears the end of man,
V. a i v'. ca|k tlie faint-hearted back to a Christian recovery of cii^nce in man, a cnH- frn nLimiv^-T ;-

-it n
J
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envyonment with Sas, or of the body with drugs, or of
fpL! ?? ^L S0Ul th Sln ' ^d trea<i is a Christian symbol, both as'!tfeeds tne boy, and as it feeds the soul. And oeace is a Christian wordX m not about to abandon it tfi the New Left. As Christianjwe are banded”together against death. We spread the good news that man is not about to die
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ihe church, said one reply to a Presbyterian Church of Canada
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"is a grajld old dowaC er*> nearly dead, mostly deaf,

blind».(but still) smiling sweetly. ." (New World Outlook, Mar. 1970 ).
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s Pr^estants any longet regularly attend church.Only one-tenth of England's. (Xty Today, Jul. 4

, 1969).

Asia situation is still worse, it seems. Only 3$ of Asia
is J /.an, and it ]oc s here, lot advancing.

In my own lifetime the communists stamped the church out of .China,—
a country Christians have been trying to win for 1300 years. on
j.or a nhile, after the conquest, still holding organized services.

'v “'
i :,:lve nejvlved again, sputteringly, after the thaw. But the grim
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token of its decline and fall is the somber fact that back in December ofohe year of the Red Guards (1966), for the first time in 250 .years there
was no Christmas seroice celebrated in Peking.

But I am not yet ready to give up tjre church as lost and pro-
nounce itdead. It has been coined out many times before, and" is
stil! remarkably alive. Any Christian who gives «p hope for the church
of Jesus Christ has given it up too soon.

Take Africa, for example. Ten years ago Christian statesmen,
studying the trends, gloomily conceded that we had lost Africa to Islam
The Crescent was driving out the Cross, and what the Mohammedans were
missing the communists were picking up. But that was ten years ago. Lgst
year we spent three weeks in Africa, and as I described to some of you
we were surprised by joy. A whole series of Christian breakthroughs has

'

dramatically reversed the trend. In another then years, they say, ° Christians
will Aatch the Moslems in numbef; in twenty they will be ahead of them*
and by the year 2000 there will be more Christians in Africa than the whole
population °f Africa today ( 350» 000, 000, as cf. with todays 306 j 000, 000 pop.
of which 68,000,000 are Christians).

p p

-n "i

I am not pessimistic about Asia, either. I used to say that
B
f
az

f
1 was the fastest growing church in the world. They can’t claw out

airfields in the jungles fast enough for gospel planes and evangelists
trying to keep up with its growth. But now they say that Indonesia has
the fastest growing church in the world. When I last looked at the
statistics, it had 4,000,000 Christians. I looked again the other day.
and it had 7, 000, 000.

how can any survey of growing churches leave out Korea’
Last year on furlough I was happily shocking church groups who still
think of missionaries in terns of lonely pioneers beating through the
jungles in pith helmets converting a cannib3ll once every few years.
I told them ray office had been on the eighth floor of a ten- story
building in the tenth largest city in the world, and that there were
1000 Protestant churches in that pne city alone, Seoul. I came back
from furlough to find that the Korean government has upped the count.
Tilere are now said to be 1500 Protestant churches, counting the sect groups.
The Christian community in Korea doubles its size every ten years,
growing four times as fast as the general population.

But what about the Asia we have lost.7 What about China?
Morth Korea? Several years ago I talked to one jof the Swiss members
of the fruce Team at Panmunjom. He said he had been invited tcTa party
by the communists in Kaesong, across the line. On the way, walking through
the streets of Kaesong, tow* ot he heard someone hurorning behind
a closed window, and he recognized the tune at 4 once. It was "Jesus Loves Me
This I Know, For the Bible Tells Me So." Someone ©n that communist city
wanted the Truce Team to know that the church was not dead in communist N. Korea.

Mo, the church is not about to die. It is tougher than you think.
And so is the human race. It was placed here by £rod for a purpos . & It
is high tine we stopped feeling our pulses, and got out of bed, and got back
at our work again as Christian} in the world and for the world, by 1the J>cwer
and

Sir
grace oJ Jesus Christ our Lord, who is our Everlasting Hope.
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My niece, who ought to know because she jrast graduated from college
last week, tells me that there is not much hope for the human race. And

-th newspaper every morning, I am almost inclined to a^ree
jwith her. -ex^spapers, television, the radio all keep pushing me into

what I think has become the most pervasive mind-habit of our times a deep
unease, a sense, almost, of impending apocalyptic doom.

What. a contrast to yesterday 1 s generation, or the day/ before yester-
day 1 s. .Sixty years ago Walter Rauschenbusch, the flaming prophet of the
new theology of the twentieth century looked around him at the happy world
of IfIf, and declared T'd.th satisfaction, "The longest and hardest part of
Christianizing the social order has been done." 1912! It was an age of
hope. Too much hope. Then came 1914, 1928, 1942. Christians too 1/another
look at one world— at the real world of wars and famines and depressions—
and rode the pendulum from $ppe to despair all the way to the other end.
They gave up hope. They chose to settle down with despair.

ListenAto one of our day 1 s most respected prophets of a new theology,
Paul Tillich* He utterly and completely reverses Rauschenbusch 1 s rosy
optimism. Tillich says there is no hope. In one of the last articles he
wrote before his death, he says "There is no hope for a final stage of
history in which peace and justice rule."

Hay I suggest, if you still want to find a little hope and happiness
in this troubled, changing world, that when you get up in 3th e morning
you begin your days neither with the newspaper or the theologians, but with
the Bible, which is more realistic than any newspaper, add better balanced
thatx any theologian. It was the Bible that corrected Rauschenbusch* s unreal
utopianism with its sobering reminder of the pervasive and continuing
power of human sin. Today, perhaps, the

_

pienot so
hi situ Jc need a little goocmuch for a correction of human over-pf>.r**

today which, of course, is what the Bible is all about.
£ood news,

There are two currently popular but pessimitic viejwS of the world to whirl*
I take strong exception. It is almost axiomatic in some circles to

say;

1. First, that the human race is near its end,
2, And second, that if, somehow, the human race manages to survice,

at least the church is near its end.
But what I wfynt to say today is that these axioms of despair are neither
Christian, nor Biblica 1, nolf true. Neither one of them.

1. The first? gloomy concensus is that man is about to comtnit
suicide; the human race is near its end. " The curse of modem man." said
an editorial in Nex^sweek not long ago, "( is) continually to confront new
possibilities of self-destruction". It will come as no surprise to you
to learn that j i

niiifTT r ^ nl r tVn r V n- st ominous of these "new possib-
ilities of self-destruction" are lmciear Weaponry, the population explosion
& pollution. ^
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they are that basically. How curiouslyparrile! uney are to the ancient Biblical omens, "the riders in the sky"

fourth^
6’’1 '5'1 0f t

u
e ap°calyp se > famine, war and plague. And there was aiouit horsaaan who rode a pale horse./iaiid his name was Death (Rev. 6: 1-3)fhere s nothing how about ds^h. But this much at least is true, we probablyl_Ue closer to death today than the fouman race has ever lived before*.

fast
°,f these jeaths» death * pollution, is coming downwindfast, -ike a man-made plague# the rider on the white horsa .The second horse is black, famine. With the world’ s population exploding tothe point wnere it willl soon be doubling every ten years, there simply willnot be enough food for all the hungiy mouths. Already- two- thirds of the worldis under-fed. already between 20 and 30 million people die from malnutrition^eiy year. Dr. Paul Ehrlich warns that as early as the mid-?0s the world 1 s "tir**,m 01 famin®s ' Wl11 besm, such massive and prolonged famines as the world hasnever seen before.

But still the quickest way to end the human race, of course, is by the
bomb. The rider on the red horse is war.

?
n obber banc*, there is always the disappointing possibility

that the ^id will not be dramatic at all. That man will simply come unwound:~
a hundred lxoole unended wars, a thousand little bombs, a million computers
all going wrong at once, a billion traffic jams, three billion nervou s'

break-downs--and, there* s the end!

This is the way tjre world ends,
This is the way the -world ends,
This is the way the world ends,
Not with a bang, but a whimper.

tir

In a world like ours, which has run out hope and is hanging on to
tne edge of the^ abyss, what is the ^mission and message of the Christian
church. Is it to add doom to doom, and threaten judgment? I do not
think so. There have been times, as in the shallow, happy days of Walter
Rauschenbusch, when man dreamed of inevitable progre^ and badly needed to be
remknded of God* s judgment. But it is no* denial of judgment to hold out
hope, and. what our world most needs to hear about is hope. As a matter of
±act, if it does not 4ind Lrgujpi im real hope, how easiiy it turns to the
false. This is one reason the appeal of astrology*-- there a^e
100 astrologers, you know, in America, they say for every lot\ely scientific as-
tronomer. Listen to the popular songsj

When the moon is in the seventh house
And Jupiter aligns with Mars,
Then peace will guide the planets
And love will rule the s£ar s.

That is what the world wants. Hope. But it will never find it in
Aquarius, in the stars. It is, however, precisely what the gospel offers.
A&d our iriissi&n is t.o tell the world about it. We have a mission of hope, and
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Confidence in mail? I can almost hear you say, Didn’t you mean God—
confidence in 'God?" No, I meant man, confidence in ian, And if you think
that is unchristian, and unevangelical, all I can reply is that it is at
least Biblical, for the Bible1 s doctine of man is not at all the black
pessimistic 11 0 wretcned man that X am" kind of one- dimensional anti-human-
ism that some people think it ought to be. It is the world that is pessi-
mistic about man, not God. It f s the world that says man is committing
suicide,^ The J^Bible says four important things about man, mostly good,
some bad, but kthe total is a vote of confidence, not non-conjldence*
’"irst, man is made in the image of God. That f s ^ood. Second, he sinned,
and^is a sinner.

>

That is bad. But third, God JZecme man, which is very
^ood. And so, finally, man is gloriously redeemable. We never need to give
up hope. For it x^as as man -that Christ conquered death, and as Christ’s
mail I share in His victory. My Christian life, and all daily work is to
be carried out in the confidence and joy of that victory. John Calvin

of ian f s depravity. But he was no pessimist,
he said, "It is to triumph we are summoned. We contend vath intrepidi.;,/
(even) again it. death," ( Inst. 2.15.4 )

This is the kind of good news that becomes a call to Christian witness
and Christian action, not to despair. It is a cal], bo 9 war agaist all
the deaths that face the world, against pollution, and famine, and war.
Above all, against the deeper death of the souljtf. It is both/and not
e^ib / wi l some ^of
in another comer fighting polluti ut .HI of us together in a war
against death in all its forms. Pollution is unchristian whether it is
pollution of the environment with gas, or of the body with drugs, or af
the mind and soul with sin. And bread is a Christian symbol, both as it
feeds the body, and as it feeds the soul. And peace is a Christian word.
I’m not about to abandon it to the New Left. As Christian* we are banded
together against death. ,’e spread the good news that man is not about to die.
,f *or God so loved the world that he gave his only begotten son that whosoever
believeth in Him should not perish, but have everlasting life."

11. But there is a second deadly and discouraging axiom that we still
have to deal with. It is this: even if, somehow, man survives, Christianity
at least is near its end. I am surprised now many people really believe
that.

The church, said one reply to a Presbyterian Church of f Canada
survey some time ago, "is a grand old dowager, nearly dead, mostly deaf,
half blind, (but still) smiling sweetly. ." (New Norid Outlook, Mar. 1970).
Onlij one-third of America’ s Protestants any longet- regularly attend church.
Only one-tenth of Ebgland’ s,*nf (Xty Today, Jul. 4, 1969).

In Asia the situation is still worse, it seems. Only 3$ of Asia
is Christian, and it looks as if we are slipping backwards here, not advan-
cing. In my ox-jn lifetime the communists stamped the church1 out^of China, •

a col^tir/Christians have been trying to x-/in for 1300 years, on
for a while, ^a^ter the conquest, still holding organized services.
It may even have revived again, sputteringly, after the thaw. But the grim
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token of its decline and fall ls(tW somber fact that back in December of
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Ky niece, who ought, to know because(jih£just graduated
from college tfrfs week, tells rn^that there is not much ^p^ for the
human race. And when I read tnjefiewspaper every momingj-'T''am almost
inclined to agre e th^ey^a^ ^llevrsgap erf, television, the radio
all keep pushing me into s.v~iglo"oo^ pervasiv^nln^-h^it of our
times— a deep unease, ^-running~undoreurron-t -cf-~an^ie4y , a sense, almost,
of impending apocalyptic doom.

,
What a contrast to yesterday* s generation s or the day before

yesterday* s. Sixty years agcj/ M^Lter Rauschenbusch, the flaming prophet
of the new theology of the twentieth century looked around him at the
happy world of 1912, and declared with satisfaction, "The longest^and
hardest part of Christianizing the social order has been done .

11
rt^it was ^

an age of hope. Too much hope, -ft- war, so unreal; - uhac hope, thect l?her. c^m.
Christians took another look at the world—in 191^ oruA9 Pu

t -or 0 ^
at the real xjorld of x^ars and famines a^^|i^'e^ions-«i5he^ rode^theg)
pendulum from hone to despair too ffior't! ay . They gave up hope.
kj-J. T«. I'W '"**• l' ll |'" <rT ijhr] *" ‘"T&M '/Kivj clisnf *£ ci VW| JUalJa^)

Listen to one of our day* s most respected prophets of a new
theology, Paul Tillich. ^He utterly^completely reverses aveyythi^
Rauschenbusch j sS^'4 gfbou lr uopo . Tillich says there is no hope. ^

J i fu i

B

—

—

,

IS- fn one of££5£ last articles he -wrote before his
death,

l

-* 1 There is no hope for a final stage of history in which peace and
justice rule. " he un-fair, nf cmirsfi,

—

to jndgo him by an i-solated^
7—but- that sentence - doo s catch the mood of our - day-,—

d

tseouragom on t
an spairj

Mil
May I suggest, ja s psooegvative of oanity^In thi^ troubled,-)

changing world, th eeffw >S b g b t or -to get (§g, injbhe merging aSSfoegin
your days neither x^dth the newspaper or the theologians, but witfi the Bible,
which is more realistic than any newspaper, and better balanced that any
theologian. It was the Bible that corrected Rauschenbusch B s unreal
utopianism with ii^'sobejjing reminder of the pervasive and continuing-
power of ..human sin, ' Tocfay, perhaps, what we need to doolo to the /Bibik

not) so muchja correction of human over-optimism ns but^h ^i’frii.eril

ba^ar^cVdro Tillich” s unbiblical over-pessimian. We need a little good newsT'vZ**,

which, of course^ is what the Bible is all about.

Cwv'»(4^ j)J^
There are two .popular, pessimi stic. of the world

which I take strong exception,
say: “

1. First, that the human
2. And second, that if,

at least the Church

torgy to

It is almost 'axiomatic in some circles to

race is near its end.

somehow, the human race manages to survive,

is near its end.
But what I wah,t to today is that these axioms of despair are
neither Christian, nor Biblical, nor true. V. oitkor ono^ofj them.

^ I. The first gloomy concensus is that man is about to *

suicide^ /ne human race is near its end. "The curse of modem man," said
an editorial in Newsweek not long ago, "(is) continually to confront nex^
possibilities of self-destruction". It will come as no. surprise to you
to learn that st ominous of.th^e "new possibilities
of self-destruction" ^are nuclei weaponry, the populat^oA explosion

: pollution.
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But I am not sure they are all that new, basically. How
curiously parallel they are to the ancient Biblical 'Oiaens,y ,f the riders
in the sky", the horsemen of the Apocalypse: famine, war and plague.
Aiid there was a fou^ hprsaagn^ j*ho rode a pale horse, and his name was
Death (Rev. 6: 1-8). A But1 this much at least is 4a£§&, we probably liv^
closer to death today than the human race has ever lived before.

v~

Even ^the slowest of these deaths, death by pollution, is
coming downwind^ fasj^ like a man-made plague. Plague was the rider on
the whi£e horse. The second horse is black, famine. With the world 1 s
population exploding to the point where it will soon be doubling every
ten years, there simply will not be enough food for all the hungry mouths.
Already two-thirds of the world is under- fed. Already between 20 and 30
million people die from malnutrition every year. Dr. Paul Ehrlich warns
that as early as the mid-70s the world's "time of famines" will begin,
such massive and prolonged famines as the world has never seen before!

But still the quickest way to end the human race, of course, is
by the bomb. The rider on the red horqe i s/war.

On the other hand, there is always the disappointing possibility
tnat the end will not be dramatic at all. That man will simply come unwound: --
a hundred little unended "wars, a thousand little bombs, a million computers
all going wrong at once, a billior^'traffic jams, three billion nervous break-
downs— and, there's the^endl

'This is the way the world ends,
This is the way the world ends,
This is the way the world ends,
Hot with a bang, but a whimper^/

In a world like ours, whi<^h''Las l^e^^hope and is hanging on
the edge of the abyss, what is the mission and message "of the Christian
church. Is it to add doom to doom, and threaten judgment? I do not
think so. There have been times, as in the shallotfp happy days pf
Walter Rauschenbusch, when man dreamed of inevitalkie-progress, Iwt a l
the- wo 4*1*1 badly needed to be reminded of God 1 s j\^gme^. Thir^ .ig

fro m jn dgr. oii^ n£ iirg*
, 'fort it is m> denial of judgment

to hold out hope, and what our world most need.s.to hear about
is hope. As a matter of fact, if it does not^ho^rajaout real hope, how
easily it turns to^ the^false. This is one reason7Kr_ the appeal of
3fSt^)l^|^.— there ar£ tiS? mope astrologers, Jfeu&w, in America, ^

astron^omer#. Listen to the popular song ^5)

When the moc@(Q in the seventh house
CAi)d Jupiter aligns with Mars,
Then peace will guide the planets
And love will rule the stars.

That is what the world wants. A Hope. But it will never find
in the stars. It is, however, precisely what the gospel offers. And

our mission is to tell the world about it. We have a mission of jhope and
a ministry of .service, to man. In a world that fears the end of man,

call* the faint-hearted back to a Christian recovery of confidence in
man# [and a Christian call to involvement in all man* s fears ^ problems^

W-
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urlo^h 1 was happily shocking church groups who stillli/u ox missionaries in terms of lonely pioneers beating through thejungles in pith helmets converting a cannibal once every few years.
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m office had been onjithe eighth floor of a ten- story

tenth larsest city in the world, and that there were
1000 Protestant churches in that one city alone, Seoul. I came tack
a.rom furlough to. find* that the Korean government has upped the count,
miere are now said to be 1500 Protestant churches, counting the sect groups.The ohnstian community in Korea doubles its size every ten years
growing four tines as fast as the general population.

^at about the Asia we have lost! What about China!
H
2
t“

l

Korea* Several years ago I talked to one of the Swiss members
oj. the Trucfi Team at Panmunjom. He said he had been invited to a party
oy the communists in Kaesong, across the line. On the way, walking through
one streets ox Kaesong, tho .ooimniini-flt-’Qi-ty% he heftrd someone humming behind
a c_osea window, and he recognized the time at once. It w^as "Jesus Loves Me
i-iis I .mow, -^or the Bible Tells Me So." Someone in that communist city
wanted the Truce Team to know that that the church was not dead in communist N«vft &vu.

Mo, the church is not about to die. It is tougher than you thik.^d so is the human race. It was placed here by £Jod for a purpose. $9 Jt
is high time we stopped feeling our pulses, and got out of bed, and got back
at our work again as Christian in the world and for the world, by the power
and grace of Jesus Christ our Lord, who is our Everlasting Hope.
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God sent hope into the world not by taking
Christians out, but by sending the missionary
in, his Son. Jesus is the Hope of the World not
simply because he calls us to glory. He is the
Hope of the World because he left that glory
and became hungry with the hungry to feed
them

, and weak with the sick to heal them

,

and condemned with the oppressed to
overcome for them.

I spent two years once in communist China. I

couldn't get out. Day and night it was dinned
into me that the hope of the world is Mao
Tse-tung. A large part of the communist world
believes it. Then suddenly I was Boosted, feu^x.
given a kind of people's trial, found guilty of
embezzlement and thrown out of China.

What a joy to be back in the free world. But a
niece of mine, who ought to know because she
had just graduated from college, soon told me
that there is absolutely no hope for the world
anymore. She had been reading ecology. Now
that, too, is false, but a large part of the free
world believes it. So I have most of the world
against me, I am afraid, when I say to you that
there is hope for the world, and that hope is in
no other name, in nothing else, but Jesus
Christ. I have that on the authority of the Word
of God.

Trace hope through the Scriptures, as I have
done, and it will soon be abundantly clear to
you that "Jesus Christ: Hope of the World" is
more than a slogan. It is the theme of the
whole Bible. From the Old Testament's "Why
art thou cast down, O my soul? ... Hope thou in
God" (Ps. 42:5) to the New Testament's "Christ
in you, the hope of glory" (Col. 1:27); from the
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symbols of hope, the "anchor of the soul" (Heb.
6:19) and the "helmet of the hope of salvation"
(1 Thess. 5:8), to the signs of hope-the sign of
the rainbow in the book of Genesis and the
signs of his coming again in the book of
Revelation - from beginning to end the Bible is

flooded with the iridescent light of the
Christian's hope.

So my heart was warmed by the
encouragements of the promises of God. Then
Johan, a young German student, dropped in to
see me. I had known him five years ago as a
high-school exchange student in Korea. Now
he has graduated from college and has taken a
job in Berlin as a high-school teacher. But
before he began teaching he wanted to see
Korea again, so he came back and we talked.

He is a little apprehensive about his job. He is

not a practicing Christian. He wants to get
married. "But no children," he said firmly, and
he went on to tell me why. "I don't want to
bring any children into a world like this," he
said. And he spoke of wickedness and
corruption, pollution and despair, and loss of
human hope in a way that put a chill into me.

In the face of his loss of hope, and all the good
reasons he has for losing hope, how realistic
are my reasons for holding on to hope? It is

not enough to stand up and shout, "Jesus
Christ is the Hope of the World." It is not
enough for Christians to peer out hopefully at
this incredibly bad world through our happy
little stained-glass church windows and delude
ourselves into thinking that our pretty colors
will make the world all right. If Jesus Christ is

going to be the hope of the world, we have to
begin with the world as it really is, and hope as
it really is, and Jesus Christ as he really is.

Slogans are not enough. The words have got to
focus on things believably real, or we remain
as self-deluded as a Red Guard in China with
his communist chants and his Chairman Mao.

So to avoid dreams, wishful thinking and a bad
headache or worse when we wake up, let us
stay as close as possible to things as they are,
and let me make three simple observations
about Christian hope:

First, if we begin with the world as it is, we
must admit with Johan that there really is not
much hope left. There never is, without Christ.
Second, let me point out that to be realistic,
hope must reckon with all of reality - not just
the cramping facts of a dismal present. Jesus
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Christ gives us a hope with a future.

Finally, I must remind you of your part in this
hope. If Christ is the Hope of the World, and
not just a little private hope for you and me,
we must get out into the world with that hope.
Christ gives us hope with a mission.

The World as It Is: Hopeless

Begin, then, with the world as it is-pretty
hopeless. What Dante once wrote over the
entrance of hell could be written today over the
whole world: "Abandon hope, all you who enter
here." That is how Johan seemed to feel. That
is why he wanted no children. God gave us a
paradise, and we have made it a hell.

The physical facts alone are enough to terrify
the imagination. The human race is running
out of heat, out of food, out of water - out of
just about everything, in fact, but people. The
oil crisis is only the latest, and far from the
most serious, in a whole series of shocks that
have tumbled man out of all his early
twentieth-century dreams of inevitable
progress. A man who works for one of the
largest oil companies in the world told me that
even if the earth were a hollow globe and were
completely filled with oil - which, of course, it

isn't - even then, at the present rate of
increasing consumption, we would be
completely out of oil in less than seventy
years, that is, by the year 2040.

Even before that, by 1990, they say, the
United States may be facing a more alarming
shortage. We may run out of food. It seems
impossible, I know. America has been the
wonder of the world, feeding itself with more
than enough to eat yet using only about 7% of
its population in agricultural production. Most
of the world puts 50% of its people on the
land, and still cannot feed the rest. But now
even America may be coming to the end of the
food boom. Without intensive food research,
says Dr. Parks, president of Iowa State, in

twenty years America, too, will be hungry, just
like all the rest of the world.

And the worst shortage of all may still be yet
to come - water. The world's water table, its

reserves of fresh water, are steadily and
dangerously draining away. Deserts are eating
again into the green earth. In North Africa
alone, along the Sahara, millions may die in

1974.

What happened to the bright new world we
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thought we were building a generation or two
ago? The scientists and the poets promised us
that progress was "the distinctive mark of
man" (Browning). We are the most
knowledgeable generation in the history of the
world. Is this all that we can do with our
vaunted technology, build another Tower of
Babel boobytrapped on every rising level with
nuclear weapons capable of annihilating all

mankind?

We have wasted the good earth the Lord has
given us, polluted his clear air, fouled the
streams and brooks so badly that fish turn
belly up and die. Our cities are a stink and a
disgrace. In Tokyo, authorities have begun to
warn the Japanese that if things go on as they
are, in another twelve years they will be able
to collect the garbage only once every three
months.i_

Let me jolt you with one last deadly statistic.
John Hannah, outgoing administrator of our
government's Agency for Interna- tional
Development (AID), says that one-half of all

the children born into the world this year will

never live to see their sixth birthday .

2

Look at the world as it really is, and, if you
look only at the world, don't babble about
hope. It reminds me of Auden's somber lines
on human despair:

The glacier knocks in the cupboard
The desert sighs in the bed

,

And the crack in the teacup opens
A lane to the land of the dead .3

"No children," says my German friend. Not in

this kind of world.

Now strangely enough, considering the fact
that we are talking about Christian hope, the
Bible does not directly dispel such pessimism.
It holds out no great hope for this earth as
such. "The earth shall perish," says the Old
Testament (Ps. 102:25-26). It will be "burned
up," adds the New (2 Pet. 3:10).

Some years ago the German theologian
Professor Edmund Schlink of Heidelberg
University shocked an ecumenical conference
which had gathered to consider the same
optimistic theme which is ours tonight, "Jesus
Christ, the Hope of the World." He said,

If in our thinking about this subject
we place the emphasis on the
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preservation of this threatened
world, we shall miss the point. If
we expect Christ to ensure this
world so that men may continue
undisturbed their pursuit of liberty,

may carry on their business, and
seek an improvement in their
standard of living, then Christ is

not the hope of the world, but
rather the end of all the world's
hopes.4

In the Bible, he went on to point out, the
coming of Christ as the hope of the world
means also the end of the world as we know it

now.

The World with Christ: Hope with a Future

If the world is as hopeless as it looks, and if,

on top of that, the Bible says it is doomed,
what do we mean when we say, "Jesus Christ
is the Hope of the World"? To understand that,
we must ask what Christians mean by hope,
and how it is connected with Jesus Christ.

When people tell me that my Christian hope is

unrealistic, I tell them that the trouble is not
with my hope, but with their reality. Their
reality is too small. They are so petrified by the
present that they forget the past and the
future. They are so busy looking at the world
that they never look up to see God. Of course,
in that kind of a world there is no hope. But
one of the most important lessons in the whole
Bible is that hope is not confined to any one
point in space or time. It is tied to a person,
Jesus Christ, and it is forever. "Jesus Christ is
the same yesterday and today and forever"
(Heb. 13:8).

Things do look rather bad these days. But they
have been worse. If you have given up hope
because today is so bad, look back about 1900
years. The darkest day the world has ever
known was not Watergate, My Lai or
Hiroshima. It was the day Gentiles and Jews
took the Hope of the World, Jesus Christ, and
stripped him, beat him and killed himon a
cross. The dead shuddered and hell broke
loose, and for one agonizing instant, a moment
never to be repeated, the whole human race
was utterly and completely, God-forsakenly
lost "My God, my God, why have you forsaken
me?" came a cry from the cross, from Christ,
the second Adam.

But God took that most hopeless of all days
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and made it the hinge of history, not its end.
He is always doing the happily unexpected.
Unlike human history, which always seems to
turn out bad just when it begins to look good,
God's salvation history is at its best when
things look worst.

Look at the depressing story of man's hopes. It
reads like a bad joke, one of those "That's
good, no that's bad" jokes. Centuries ago the
Chinese discovered a new source of energy,
gunpowder. That's good. No, that's bad.
Gunpowder kills people. A few hundred years
later the Americans discovered a new source of
energy, oil. That's good. Oil goesn't kill people.
No, that's bad. it pollutes, it kills the world,
and besides, we're running out of it. Well,
here's good news anyway: We now have an
ever better source of energy, nuclear fission.
No, even that is bad. It kills people faster than
gunpowder and pollutes more lethally than oil.

There is nothing wrong, of course, with man's
discoveries - the more the better. And there is
nothing wrong with each new hope as such,
except that this kind of hope is anchored to
man and not to God; and man without God
takes each new shining discovered hope and
turns it into an engine of his own destruction.
That is his curse. Man's hope lies in the fact
that God does just the opposite. He takes the
worst and uses it to save. He took death, the
ultimate instrument of man's destruction, and
conquered it, defused it. He raised Jesus Christ
from the dead and the disciples saw him, and
even doubting Thomas touched him and at last
believed. He who was dead lives, and that
makes Jesus Christ the Hope of the World. He
gives us a future to live for, not just a present
to die in.

The real trouble with the world is not that it is
running out of physical resources, but that it is
running out of hope. And it is running out of
hope because it puts its hope in the wrong
thing, in physical resources, for example,
which is not where hope belongs. Did you hear
Mrs. Meir's rather wry remark some weeks
ago: "Our forefather Moses led our people for
forty years through the wilderness, and then
settled in the only part of the Middle East
without any oil." But Moses was absolutely
right. He followed God. It was not oil that
made Canaan the Promised Land, not even
milk and honey, but the promise, God's
promise that in Abraham should all the world
be blessed. He gave Israel a hope, and the
Hope of Israel has made that tiny nation
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indestructible. It refuses to die.

By contrast, too much of our part of the world
has given up hope and seems all too ready to

die. Part of the reason, I think, is that the most
popular philosophy of our time takes away the

future, takes away hope, and thereby takes
away the human will to live. "Only the now is

real," says the secular existentialist. But if that

is so, as the more honest existentialists like

Camus admit, there is really no purpose in

going on living. Think clearly, he urges, and do
"not hope any more . "5 I respect his integrity,

but I am not attracted by his squirrel-cage

philosophy. It leads to surrender, to suicide, to

death.

They say that about 500,000 people, half a

million, will try to commit suicide in the United

States in 1974, and the U.S. is not even in the

top ten of the "suicide countries." It ranks
seventeenth. 6 What's worse, people don't even
care any more. When the 500th suicide leaped
off the Golden Gate Bridge earlier this year,

San Francisco newspapers asked their readers
if the city should put up a better guard rail.

Readers wrote in seven to one against it. It

would spoil the view! That is what happens
when only the now is real.

I prefer the radical realism of the Christian

faith. It does not deny the present. It faces it.

It faces all the despairing realities of the now
with hope because it sees them in the

balancing perspective of the equally true

realities of the past and the future. Hope
begins with what God did that day on Calvary

1900 years ago, and it never ends. Hope is

eternal. Hope is life forever for them that

believe. Hope is the promise that he will come
again.

However the world may end -and let's not

pretend to know more about that than the

Bible unambiguously teaches - it ends with

Christ's victory for man, and not with man's
annihilation of man. It ends with hope, and
that is not an end.

O God, our help in ages past

;

Our hope for years to come,
Our shelter from the stormy blast,

And our eternal home.

The World and Christ and You: Hope with
a Mission

But I must make one final, important point.
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When some Christians sing that great hymn,

the 110th Psalm, they manage to miss one of

the key points about Christian hope, namely,

that hope carries with it a mission. It is not

just a bomb shelter, a safe and future home. It

is all that, yes, but more. If as Christians all we
have to say is, "There’s no hope for the world,

and the sooner you are out of it the better. So

die and receive the hope laid up for you in

heaven" - if that is our gospel, it deserves all

the scorn that the communists heap upon it

with their caricature, "Pie in the sky

by-and-by."

God sent hope into the world not by taking

Christians out, but by sending the missionary

in, his Son. Jesus is the Hope of the World not

simply because he calls us to glory. He is the

Hope of the World because he left that glory

and became hungry with the hungry to feed

them, and weak with the sick to heal them,

and condemned with the oppressed to

overcome for them.

"To the poor," said Gandhi, "God can only

appear as bread and butter." But isn't that

precisely how God did appear? He came in the

flesh, and he said, "I am bread." True, he went

on to explain to his disciples the spiritual truth

that he is the bread of life, but it was not

eternal life he divided that day among the

multitudes by Galilee. It was bread. Don't take

the meat and the wheat out of the Christian

hope.

If food is short, the Christian agriculturalist had

better join the search for another miracle grain

like the Philippine and Pakistan rice that raised

food production five times over and gave Asia

the beginning of what is called the "green

revolution." Christ fed the multitudes. If you

are a physicist, why should it be beneath you

as a Christian to get out and look for oil or for

alternative sources of energy? One of God's

forgotten miracles had to do with oil. Look up

the miracle of the olive oil in 2 Kings 4.

To get closer home, if you are a comfortable

white, you had better get a little uncomfortable

about racial injustice, or don't make the

mistake of going as a missionary to Africa.

Racism is a sin, one of the deadliest - or have

you forgotten that the parable of the Good
Samaritan is not just a sweet little story about

helping people who get beaten up by thieves?

It is a blast against the sin of racism - Jews

against Samaritans. But incidentally, if I may
speak for a moment as an Asian, if you are a
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comfortable black you had better get

uncomfortable about black discrimination

against Asians in Africa. No race has any

corner on racism. "All have sinned, and fall

short of the glory of God."

Let me put the needle in once more. If you are

an American, black or white or yellow or

brown, you had better ask yourself as a

Christian whether it is quite right for a country

with only 6% of the whole of the world's

population to seize for itself 35% world's

annual production. Ron Seaton of India tells

me that if the rest of the world used up

materials at the rate the United States does,

we would devour six times as much as the

world can even produce in a year. It is a sad

comment on the free world that we are better

at producing wealth but the communists are

better at distributing it.

One part of the missionary calling in our time

may well be a voluntary reduction of our

overinflated standard of living, so that those

who have never had enough may finally get

their fair share. They can, you know. That is

part of our hope.

Edward Rogers, in his book Poverty on a Small

Planet, makes a convincing case for the hope

that even with the way we have wasted them

the world can provide the raw materials and

the energy to give its ever-increasing

population a decent standard of living. But he

adds, "Whether the standard is attained or not

depends on the will of man, not on the

niggardliness of Nature. "z I wish he had not

stopped there. If it depends on the will of man,

we are still back in the squirrel cage. We will

botch it up. We always have.

Remember Auden's poem about the crack in

the teacup widening and a "lane to the land of

the dead"? Its title is "We'd rather be ruined

than changed." Auden was a Christian. He saw

men choosing ruin, but he knew that man can

also choose to be changed. The change is

Christ. And that, too, makes him the Hope of

the World. He changes people, and people can

change the world-physically, not just

spiritually.

Some people remember Antioch only as the

church where the evangelistic world mission

began. I like to remember that in church

history it is also famous as the church with a

changed heart - a heart for social action. Its

welfare program supported 3,000 widows; it
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had relief for the unemployed, a daily bread

line and even a used-clothes department.

Two weeks ago I attended services in the

greatest missionary church I know, the

Youngnak Presbyterian Church in Seoul.

Twenty-six years ago it had twenty-seven

members, a handful of bedraggled refugees

from North Korea. Today more than ten

thousand people almost fight their way to get

into the church every Sunday. They have to

relay the service over closed-circuit TV to the

overflow crowds. They even have

instantaneous translation into English with

earphones for heathen American tourists who

wander in, wondering what all the action is

about. They support forty evangelists to carry

the gospel to unreached villages. They have

sent missionaries to Thailand and Formosa and

even as far away as Ethiopia. It is no accident

that they also have orphanages, widows'

homes, an employment service, family

counseling and even a used-clothes offering

like Antioch. No part of the life of the people is

beyond the heart concern of that missionary

church. When occasion demands, it has even

been known to talk back to the Korean

government.

But - and let me stress the but - let's not

distort the gospel the other way either. That

church calls itself the Youngnak Church, which,

in Korean, means the Church of Everlasting

joy. It does not call itself the Church of Full

Employment. It knows that the greater

dimensions of the Christian hope are not

temporal, but eternal. Our hope is the hope of

salvation.

For the Christian church to settle for any lesser

hope, whether by technological advance or by

social action, is a betrayal of the faith and no

ultimate service to the human race. Finding

enough food, water and oil, or even justice, to

keep this world going and saying that that is

enough is like throwing a life preserver to a

man who has fallen overboard from an ocean

liner, but not bothering to stop and pick him

up. It may keep him from drowning, but he will

still die from the wind or the sun or the sharks.

This is not to say that it is no part of the rescue

to throw him the life preserver. It is. It may be

the only thing that keeps him alive to be

rescued. But what finally counts is picking him

up and taking him aboard. So with our

mission. Anything less than salvation from sin

and incorporation into the family of God, his
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church, is what Jacques Ellul would call "the

false presence of the Kingdom." There is a

deeper hunger than the physical, a hunger and

a thirst that only Christ can satisfy. Social

action is not evangelism, and as a substitute

for evangelism it is a temptation of the devil.

"Turn these stones into bread." And Jesus said,

"No. Man does not live by bread alone" (Mt.

4:3-4).

When the world is dying as inexorably and far

more permanently from lack of the "living

bread" as from all its other hungers combined,

and when that makes world evangelism the

greatest missionary challenge of all, why is it

that so many Christians are saying that the

day of the missionary is past?

Some people rationalize it: "We've already

done our part. We sent the missionaries.

They’ve established the church. There's a

church now in every comer of the globe - an

African church in Africa, Indonesian in

Indonesia, Korean in Korea. They'll finish the

task. Our part is over." So they turn on the TV.

Others just throw up their hands: "The whole

thing is hopeless. The missionary has failed.

Look at what happened. It's been almost 200

years since William Carey exploded the modern

missionary movement around the world, and

what are the results? There are more
non-Christians in the world today than when
we started."

Now which way do you want it? You cannot

have it both ways. Is it because we have

succeeded or because we have failed that we
do not need the foreign missionary any more?

Logically speaking, in both arguments the

premise is true but the conclusion is false. We
have succeeded and we have failed, but this

world still needs the missionary, and, praise

God, the Lord of Hope and the Lord of the

Harvest still sends them out.

What are the facts? Is it true that because we
have been so successful at putting the church

in every land that those lands now no longer

need outsiders like us as missionaries? That's

not biblical; it's not historical; it's not even

kind. In Christ there are no outsiders. To think

so is racist. Christ's body is international. There

was a church in Rome, but Paul the missionary

went to Rome. There was a church already in

England, but Augustine went to Canterbury,

and he changed the whole history of

Christianity in England. To argue against
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sending outsiders to places where the church
already exists is like saying to InterVarsity,

"There is already a church in Massachusetts so

keep out of Harvard."

But in some ways my primary objection is that

it is not practical. The decision to be a foreign

missionary, which is what I am talking about,

is not a spiritual decision at all. Of course, to

the Christian, all decisions are, in a way,
spiritual. But my spiritual decision, the release

of my own ambitions, telling the Lord I was
ready to go, sent me to North Dakota. Going
overseas, going to China - there was nothing

spiritual about that. It was a purely practical,

common-sense decision. Where would I be
most useful? Where was I most needed?
Looking at the world as a practical Christian,

other things being equal, and remembering
that the field is people not geography,
shouldn't somebody go where there are fewer
Christians and more people than where there

are less people and more Christians?

Remember Bill Borden's illustration, ten people

carrying a log, nine at the little end and one
staggering at the heavy end. If you want to

help, to which end do you go? That is not a

spiritual decision.

What about the other objection: We have
already failed? There are more non-Christians

today than when we started. Again, that is

partly true. The log is getting heavier all the

time, more non-Christians in the world every
year. And if by failure you mean we have not

converted the world, we have failed. But that is

not our mission. We don't convert, the Lord

does. Our task is evangelism, which is just

telling the hopeless, all the hopeless, that

there is hope and who the hope is. It's an
equal opportunity program, not spiritual social

security. But we are not very equal about it.

Most of the world lives in Asia and Africa, and
we still keep 80% of the world's Christians

right here in the West. I am speaking
statistically, of course. Only God knows where
the Christians really are. Latin America has
deceived itself into thinking it is 90% Christian,

and you people in North America and Europe
are just as bad.

Asia, by contrast - more than half of all the

world's people - is even statistically only 2%
Christian. There is our real failure.

But there is nothing hopeless about it. For one
thing, we could send more missionaries, not

less, to where most of the non-Christians are,
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that is, overseas to Asia and Africa. That would
take away some of the inequity. We could send

them to where the opportunities are, to Korea,

to Indonesia. There is nothing unchristian

about success. It is perfectly biblical to go
where the harvests are white.

We could also send some to where the greatest

needs are most unmet. Ralph Winter of Fuller

Seminary points out in the Evangelical Missions

Quarterly that most of the world's

non-Christians are still in three immense,
virtually unpenetrated blocks of people: the

Chinese, the Muslims and the Hindus. 8 Just

those three blocks number about two billion

people, about half the world, and only 5% of

the world's 50,000 Protestant missionaries are

trying to reach them.

Yes, we have failed. But who says we are

beaten? There are signs of miracle and
breakthrough everywhere. If you are really

discouraged, come to Korea. I will show you a

church growing so fast that it doubles the

number of Christians every ten years, growing

four times as fast as the general population.

Talk about the caricature of the missionary

treading the burning sands, converting a

cannibal now and then - my work as

missionary takes me to an office on the eighth

floor of the Christian Center Building just off

the subway in one of the ten largest cities in

the world, a city which has 1,500 Protestant

churches. Whole new battalions of missionaries

are arising from there. If you North Americans
do not get around to the unfinished task, the

Koreans will.

There are 3,000 missionaries from the Third

World, according to one count, who are already

in the work, and no one can tell them it won't

work. They're not listening. They have heard

the Lord Jesus Christ, the Lord of the Universe,

the Hope of the World, and he says "Behold I

have set before thee an open door, and no
man can close it."

Look at Africa. Ten years ago they told us we
were losing Africa to the Muslims. Today we
know that it is not the Muslims but the

Christians who are sweeping that continent.

David Barrett tells us that Africa is not just the

17% Christian we thought it was, but 40%
Christian and growing so fast, thanks to the

amazing indigenous spread of African

Christianity. By the year 2000 Africa will have
350 million Christians, which is more Christians

than there are people in Africa today .2 Don't
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you believe the mission has failed - it is just

beginning!

Even this wonderful explosion of the faith,

however, is not what makes Jesus the Hope of

the World. It was not in Korea where

everything is going so wonderfully that I

learned my most indelible lesson in hope. It

was in China, where things are most hopeless.

As I said, I was arrested, charged with

embezzlement, thrown out of the country.

When they told me to get out, they said I could

take $100 in American money. So I rushed

home but could not find $100 in American

money. I had signed a letter - they had made
me sign it - that by permission I was taking

$100 in American money out of the country,

and all I could find was $97. In my upset

condition I began to think it was all a deep

communist plot. Somehow they knew I had

only $97 so they made me sign a letter that I

was taking $100. It was not true, but it worried

me, and I was worried all the way to the

station, all the way to Shanghai, all the way to

Canton.

On the way to the station, two missionaries

with the China Inland Mission, Mr. and Mrs.

Guinness, came to me and made a request,

"Won't you take our son with you when you

go? We can't get out; we don't know if we'll

ever get out, but we want him to; and he

doesn't need any letter of permission." I

replied, "Yes, we'll take Oswald." So he came
along.

All the way I began worrying more and more
about the missing three dollars. I was waiting

for them to seize me, search me and accuse

me - "You bribed your way out. Where's the

missing three dollars?" - and throw me back

into jail. We arrived in Canton. They went
through our bags and our luggage, and then

they began on our bodies.

Oswald came up and asked, "Are they going to

examine me like that?"

I said, "Yes, Oswald, but what difference does

it make? They're looking for American money,

and you don't have any."

"But I have some American money."

"How much do you have?"

"I have three dollars."

Now don't misunderstand me. I don't believe in

God because of any measly three-dollar

miracle. My hope does not depend on that kind

of intervention by God. What of others who
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were not able to get out? If there was no such

miracle, is there no hope for them? Theirs is a

far greater miracle, the miracle of faith and
trust and hope even when God's answer is No.

My kind is for the weak, and at that point I was
weak indeed.

I think the good Lord must have looked down
and said, "I can't let a missionary of mine
stumble out of China like that, tired and
discouraged and almost on the verge of

nervous collapse." So he chose to minister to

my weakness and used a very little thing to

remind me that he is still God, and he was still

there.

That is the ultimate ground of all hope. Jesus is

Lord of the Universe and Hope of the World.

Reverse the phrases. He is the Hope of the

World precisely because he is Lord of the

Universe. If you know that, you will not need
little miracles like mine. You will be able to say
with David Livingstone, "Without him not one
step. With him - anywhere!" He is our hope.

Notes
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I spent two years once in communist China. I couldn't get out. Day and

night it was dinned into me that the hope of the world is Mao Tse-tung.

A large part of the communist world believes it. Then suddenly I was

arrested, given a kind of people's trial, found guilty of embezzlement

and thrown out of China.

What a joy to be back in the free world. But a niece of mine, who ought

to know because she had just graduated from college, soon told me that

there is absolutely no hope for the world anymore. She had been

reading ecology. Now that, too, is false, but a large part of the free

world believes it. So I have most of the world against me, I am afraid,

when I say to you that there is hope for the world, and that hope is in

no other name, in nothing else, but Jesus Christ. I have that on the

authority of the Word of God.

Trace hope through the Scriptures, as I have done, and it will soon be

abundantly clear to you that "Jesus Christ: Hope of the World" is more

than a slogan. It is the theme of the whole Bible. From the Old

Testament's "Why art thou cast down, O my soul? ... Hope thou in

God" (Ps. 42:5) to the New Testament's "Christ in you, the hope of

glory" (Col. 1:27); from the symbols of hope, the "anchor of the

soul" (Heb. 6:19) and the "helmet of the hope of salvation" (1 Thess.

5:8), to the signs of hope-the sign of the rainbow in the book of Genesis

and the signs of his coming again in the book of Revelation - from

beginning to end the Bible is flooded with the iridescent light of the

Christian's hope.

So my heart was warmed by the encouragements of the promises of

God. Then Johan, a young German student, dropped in to see me. I had

known him five years ago as a high-school exchange student in Korea.

Now he has graduated from college and has taken a job in Berlin as a

high-school teacher. But before he began teaching he wanted to see

Korea again, so he came back and we talked.

He is a little apprehensive about his job. He is not a practicing Christian.

He wants to get married. "But no children," he said firmly, and he went

on to tell me why. "I don't want to bring any children into a world like
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this," he said. And he spoke of wickedness and corruption, pollution and

despair, and loss of human hope in a way that put a chill into me.

In the face of his loss of hope, and all the good reasons he has for

losing hope, how realistic are my reasons for holding on to hope? It is

not enough to stand up and shout, "Jesus Christ is the Hope of the

World." It is not enough for Christians to peer out hopefully at this

incredibly bad world through our happy little stained-glass church
windows and delude ourselves into thinking that our pretty colors will

make the world all right. If Jesus Christ is going to be the hope of the

world, we have to begin with the world as it really is, and hope as it

really is, and Jesus Christ as he really is. Slogans are not enough. The
words have got to focus on things believably real, or we remain as self-

deluded as a Red Guard in China with his communist chants and his

Chairman Mao.

So to avoid dreams, wishful thinking and a bad headache or worse when
we wake up, let us stay as close as possible to things as they are, and
let me make three simple observations about Christian hope:

First, if we begin with the world as it is, we must admit with Johan that

there really is not much hope left. There never is, without Christ.

Second, let me point out that to be realistic, hope must reckon with all

of reality - not just the cramping facts of a dismal present. Jesus Christ

gives us a hope with a future. Finally, I must remind you of your part in

this hope. If Christ is the Hope of the World, and not just a little private
hope for you and me, we must get out into the world with that hope.
Christ gives us hope with a mission.

The World as It Is: Hopeless

Begin, then, with the world as it is-pretty hopeless. What Dante once
wrote over the entrance of hell could be written today over the whole
world: "Abandon hope, all you who enter here." That is how Johan
seemed to feel. That is why he wanted no children. God gave us a

paradise, and we have made it a hell.

The physical facts alone are enough to terrify the imagination. The
human race is running out of heat, out of food, out of water - out of just
about everything, in fact, but people. The oil crisis is only the latest, and
far from the most serious, in a whole series of shocks that have tumbled
man out of all his early twentieth-century dreams of inevitable progress.
A man who works for one of the largest oil companies in the world told

me that even if the earth were a hollow globe and were completely filled

with oil - which, of course, it isn't - even then, at the present rate of
increasing consumption, we would be completely out of oil in less than
seventy years, that is, by the year 2040.

Even before that, by 1990, they say, the United States may be facing a
more alarming shortage. We may run out of food. It seems impossible, I

know. America has been the wonder of the world, feeding itself with
more than enough to eat yet using only about 7% of its population in

agricultural production. Most of the world puts 50% of its people on the
land, and still cannot feed the rest. But now even America may be
coming to the end of the food boom. Without intensive food research,
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says Dr. Parks, president of Iowa State, in twenty years America, too,
will be hungry, just like all the rest of the world.

And the worst shortage of all may still be yet to come - water. The
world's water table, its reserves of fresh water, are steadily and
dangerously draining away. Deserts are eating again into the green
earth. In North Africa alone, along the Sahara, millions may die in 1974.

What happened to the bright new world we thought we were building a
generation or two ago? The scientists and the poets promised us that
progress was "the distinctive mark of man" (Browning). We are the
most knowledgeable generation in the history of the world. Is this all

that we can do with our vaunted technology, build another Tower of
Babel boobytrapped on every rising level with nuclear weapons capable
of annihilating all mankind?

We have wasted the good earth the Lord has given us, polluted his clear
air, fouled the streams and brooks so badly that fish turn belly up and
die. Our cities are a stink and a disgrace. In Tokyo, authorities have
begun to warn the Japanese that if things go on as they are, in another
twelve years they will be able to collect the garbage only once every
three months .

i

Let me jolt you with one last deadly statistic. John Hannah, outgoing
administrator of our government's Agency for International
Development (AID), says that one-half of all the children born into the
world this year will never live to see their sixth birthday .

2

Look at the world as it really is, and, if you look only at the world, don't
babble about hope. It reminds me of Auden's somber lines on human
despair:

The glacier knocks in the cupboard
The desert sighs in the bed,
And the crack in the teacup opens
A lane to the land of the dead .3

"No children," says my German friend. Not in this kind of world.

Now strangely enough, considering the fact that we are talking about
Christian hope, the Bible does not directly dispel such pessimism. It
holds out no great hope for this earth as such. "The earth shall perish,"
says the Old Testament (Ps. 102:25-26). It will be "burned up," adds'
the New (2 Pet. 3:10).

Some years ago the German theologian Professor Edmund Schlink of
Heidelberg University shocked an ecumenical conference which had
gathered to consider the same optimistic theme which is ours tonight,
"Jesus Christ, the Hope of the World." He said,

If in our thinking about this subject we place the emphasis on the preservation
of this threatened world, we shall miss the point. If we expect Christ to ensure
this world so that men may continue undisturbed their pursuit of liberty, may
carry on their business, and seek an improvement in their standard of living,
then Christ is not the hope of the world, but rather the end of all the world's
hopes.

4
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In the Bible, he went on to point out, the coming of Christ as the hope

of the world means also the end of the world as we know it now.

The World with Christ: Hope with a Future

If the world is as hopeless as it looks, and if, on top of that, the Bible

says it is doomed, what do we mean when we say, "Jesus Christ is the

Hope of the World"? To understand that, we must ask what Christians

mean by hope, and how it is connected with Jesus Christ.

When people tell me that my Christian hope is unrealistic, I tell them

that the trouble is not with my hope, but with their reality. Their reality

is too small. They are so petrified by the present that they forget the

past and the future. They are so busy looking at the world that they

never look up to see God. Of course, in that kind of a world there is no

hope. But one of the most important lessons in the whole Bible is that

hope is not confined to any one point in space or time. It is tied to a

person, Jesus Christ, and it is forever. "Jesus Christ is the same
yesterday and today and forever" (Heb. 13:8).

Things do look rather bad these days. But they have been worse. If you

have given up hope because today is so bad, look back about 1900

years. The darkest day the world has ever known was not Watergate,

My Lai or Hiroshima. It was the day Gentiles and Jews took the Hope of

the World, Jesus Christ, and stripped him, beat him and killed himon a

cross. The dead shuddered and hell broke loose, and for one agonizing

instant, a moment never to be repeated, the whole human race was
utterly and completely, God-forsakenly lost. "My God, my God, why
have you forsaken me?" came a cry from the cross, from Christ, the

second Adam.

But God took that most hopeless of all days and made it the hinge of

history, not its end. He is always doing the happily unexpected. Unlike

human history, which always seems to turn out bad just when it begins

to look good, God's salvation history is at its best when things look

worst.

Look at the depressing story of man's hopes. It reads like a bad joke,

one of those "That's good, no that's bad" jokes. Centuries ago the

Chinese discovered a new source of energy, gunpowder. That's good.

No, that's bad. Gunpowder kills people. A few hundred years later the

Americans discovered a new source of energy, oil. That's good. Oil

goesn't kill people. No, that's bad. it pollutes, it kills the world, and

besides, we're running out of it. Well, here's good news anyway: We
now have an ever better source of energy, nuclear fission. No, even that

is bad. It kills people faster than gunpowder and pollutes more lethally

than oil.

There is nothing wrong, of course, with man's discoveries - the more the

better. And there is nothing wrong with each new hope as such, except

that this kind of hope is anchored to man and not to God; and man
without God takes each new shining discovered hope and turns it into

an engine of his own destruction. That is his curse. Man's hope lies in

the fact that God does just the opposite. He takes the worst and uses it

to save. He took death, the ultimate instrument of man's destruction,
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and conquered it, defused it. He raised Jesus Christ from the dead and
the disciples saw him, and even doubting Thomas touched him and at

last believed. He who was dead lives, and that makes Jesus Christ the
Hope of the World. He gives us a future to live for, not just a present to

die in.

The real trouble with the world is not that it is running out of physical
resources, but that it is running out of hope. And it is running out of
hope because it puts its hope in the wrong thing, in physical resources,
for example, which is not where hope belongs. Did you hear Mrs. Meir's
rather wry remark some weeks ago: "Our forefather Moses led our
people for forty years through the wilderness, and then settled in the
only part of the Middle East without any oil." But Moses was absolutely
right. He followed God. It was not oil that made Canaan the Promised
Land, not even milk and honey, but the promise, God's promise that in

Abraham should all the world be blessed. He gave Israel a hope, and
the Hope of Israel has made that tiny nation indestructible. It refuses to
die.

By contrast, too much of our part of the world has given up hope and
seems all too ready to die. Part of the reason, I think, is that the most
popular philosophy of our time takes away the future, takes away hope,
and thereby takes away the human will to live. "Only the now is real,"

says the secular existentialist. But if that is so, as the more honest
existentialists like Camus admit, there is really no purpose in going on
living. Think clearly, he urges, and do "not hope any more . "5 I respect
his integrity, but I am not attracted by his squirrel-cage philosophy. It

leads to surrender, to suicide, to death.

They say that about 500,000 people, half a million, will try to commit
suicide in the United States in 1974, and the U.S. is not even in the top
ten of the "suicide countries." It ranks seventeenth. 6 What's worse,
people don't even care any more. When the 500th suicide leaped off the
Golden Gate Bridge earlier this year, San Francisco newspapers asked
their readers if the city should put up a better guard rail. Readers wrote
in seven to one against it. It would spoil the view! That is what happens
when only the now is real.

I prefer the radical realism of the Christian faith. It does not deny the
present. It faces it. It faces all the despairing realities of the now with
hope because it sees them in the balancing perspective of the equally
true realities of the past and the future. Hope begins with what God did
that day on Calvary 1900 years ago, and it never ends. Hope is eternal.
Hope is life forever for them that believe. Hope is the promise that he
will come again.

However the world may end - and let's not pretend to know more about
that than the Bible unambiguously teaches - it ends with Christ's victory
for man, and not with man's annihilation of man. It ends with hope, and
that is not an end.

O God, our help in ages past.

Our hope for years to come,
Our shelter from the stormy blast,

And our eternal home.
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The World and Christ and You: Hope with a Mission

But I must make one final, important point. When some Christians sing

that great hymn, the 110th Psalm, they manage to miss one of the key
points about Christian hope, namely, that hope carries with it a mission.

It is not just a bomb shelter, a safe and future home. It is all that, yes,

but more. If as Christians all we have to say is, "There's no hope for the

world, and the sooner you are out of it the better. So die and receive

the hope laid up for you in heaven" - if that is our gospel, it deserves all

the scorn that the communists heap upon it with their caricature, "Pie in

the sky by-and-by."

God sent hope into the world not by taking Christians out, but by
sending the missionary in, his Son. Jesus is the Hope of the World not
simply because he calls us to glory. He is the Hope of the World because
he left that glory and became hungry with the hungry to feed them, and
weak with the sick to heal them, and condemned with the oppressed to

overcome for them.

"To the poor," said Gandhi, "God can only appear as bread and butter."

But isn't that precisely how God did appear? He came in the flesh, and
he said, "I am bread." True, he went on to explain to his disciples the
spiritual truth that he is the bread of life, but it was not eternal life he
divided that day among the multitudes by Galilee. It was bread. Don't
take the meat and the wheat out of the Christian hope.

If food is short, the Christian agriculturalist had better join the search
for another miracle grain like the Philippine and Pakistan rice that raised
food production five times over and gave Asia the beginning of what is

called the "green revolution." Christ fed the multitudes. If you are a

physicist, why should it be beneath you as a Christian to get out and
look for oil or for alternative sources of energy? One of God's forgotten
miracles had to do with oil. Look up the miracle of the olive oil in 2
Kings 4.

To get closer home, if you are a comfortable white, you had better get a
little uncomfortable about racial injustice, or don't make the mistake of
going as a missionary to Africa. Racism is a sin, one of the deadliest - or
have you forgotten that the parable of the Good Samaritan is not just a
sweet little story about helping people who get beaten up by thieves? It

is a blast against the sin of racism - Jews against Samaritans. But
incidentally, if I may speak for a moment as an Asian, if you are a

comfortable black you had better get uncomfortable about black
discrimination against Asians in Africa. No race has any corner on
racism. "All have sinned, and fall short of the glory of God."

Let me put the needle in once more. If you are an American, black or
white or yellow or brown, you had better ask yourself as a Christian
whether it is quite right for a country with only 6% of the whole of the
world’s population to seize for itself 35% world's annual production. Ron
Seaton of India tells me that if the rest of the world used up materials at
the rate the United States does, we would devour six times as much as
the world can even produce in a year. It is a sad comment on the free
world that we are better at producing wealth but the communists are
better at distributing it.
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One part of the missionary calling in our time may well be a voluntary

reduction of our overinflated standard of living, so that those who have

never had enough may finally get their fair share. They can, you know.

That is part of our hope.

Edward Rogers, in his book Poverty on a Small Planet, makes a

convincing case for the hope that even with the way we have wasted

them the world can provide the raw materials and the energy to give its

ever-increasing population a decent standard of living. But he adds,

"Whether the standard is attained or not depends on the will of man,

not on the niggardliness of Nature. "7 I wish he had not stopped there. If

it depends on the will of man, we are still back in the squirrel cage. We
will botch it up. We always have.

Remember Auden's poem about the crack in the teacup widening and a

"lane to the land of the dead"? Its title is "We'd rather be ruined than

changed." Auden was a Christian. He saw men choosing ruin, but he

knew that man can also choose to be changed. The change is Christ.

And that, too, makes him the Hope of the World. He changes people,

and people can change the world-physically, not just spiritually.

Some people remember Antioch only as the church where the

evangelistic world mission began. I like to remember that in church

history it is also famous as the church with a changed heart - a heart for

social action. Its welfare program supported 3,000 widows; it had relief

for the unemployed, a daily bread line and even a used-clothes

department.

Two weeks ago I attended services in the greatest missionary church I

know, the Youngnak Presbyterian Church in Seoul. Twenty-six years ago

it had twenty-seven members, a handful of bedraggled refugees from

North Korea. Today more than ten thousand people almost fight their

way to get into the church every Sunday. They have to relay the service

over closed-circuit TV to the overflow crowds. They even have

instantaneous translation into English with earphones for heathen

American tourists who wander in, wondering what all the action is

about. They support forty evangelists to carry the gospel to unreached

villages. They have sent missionaries to Thailand and Formosa and even

as far away as Ethiopia. It is no accident that they also have
orphanages, widows' homes, an employment service, family counseling

and even a used-clothes offering like Antioch. No part of the life of the

people is beyond the heart concern of that missionary church. When
occasion demands, it has even been known to talk back to the Korean

government.

But - and let me stress the but - let's not distort the gospel the other

way either. That church calls itself the Youngnak Church, which, in

Korean, means the Church of Everlasting joy. It does not call itself the

Church of Full Employment. It knows that the greater dimensions of the

Christian hope are not temporal, but eternal. Our hope is the hope of

salvation.

For the Christian church to settle for any lesser hope, whether by

technological advance or by social action, is a betrayal of the faith and
no ultimate service to the human race. Finding enough food, water and
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oil, or even justice, to keep this world going and saying that that is

enough is like throwing a life preserver to a man who has fallen

overboard from an ocean liner, but not bothering to stop and pick him

up. It may keep him from drowning, but he will still die from the wind or

the sun or the sharks.

This is not to say that it is no part of the rescue to throw him the life

preserver. It is. It may be the only thing that keeps him alive to be

rescued. But what finally counts is picking him up and taking him

aboard. So with our mission. Anything less than salvation from sin and

incorporation into the family of God, his church, is what Jacques Ellul

would call "the false presence of the Kingdom." There is a deeper

hunger than the physical, a hunger and a thirst that only Christ can

satisfy. Social action is not evangelism, and as a substitute for

evangelism it is a temptation of the devil. "Turn these stones into

bread." And Jesus said, "No. Man does not live by bread alone" (Mt.

4:3-4).

When the world is dying as inexorably and far more permanently from

lack of the "living bread" as from all its other hungers combined, and

when that makes world evangelism the greatest missionary challenge of

all, why is it that so many Christians are saying that the day of the

missionary is past?

Some people rationalize it: "We've already done our part. We sent the

missionaries. They've established the church. There's a church now in

every comer of the globe - an African church in Africa, Indonesian in

Indonesia, Korean in Korea. They'll finish the task. Our part is over." So

they turn on the TV.

Others just throw up their hands: "The whole thing is hopeless. The
missionary has failed. Look at what happened. It's been almost 200
years since William Carey exploded the modern missionary movement
around the world, and what are the results? There are more non-

Christians in the world today than when we started."

Now which way do you want it? You cannot have it both ways. Is it

because we have succeeded or because we have failed that we do not

need the foreign missionary any more? Logically speaking, in both

arguments the premise is true but the conclusion is false. We have
succeeded and we have failed, but this world still needs the missionary,

and, praise God, the Lord of Hope and the Lord of the Harvest still sends

them out.

What are the facts? Is it true that because we have been so successful

at putting the church in every land that those lands now no longer need
outsiders like us as missionaries? That's not biblical; it's not historical;

it's not even kind. In Christ there are no outsiders. To think so is racist.

Christ's body is international. There was a church in Rome, but Paul the

missionary went to Rome. There was a church already in England, but

Augustine went to Canterbury, and he changed the whole history of

Christianity in England. To argue against sending outsiders to places

where the church already exists is like saying to InterVarsity, "There is

already a church in Massachusetts so keep out of Harvard."
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But in some ways my primary objection is that it is not practical. The
decision to be a foreign missionary, which is what I am talking about, is

not a spiritual decision at all. Of course, to the Christian, all decisions
are, in a way, spiritual. But my spiritual decision, the release of my own
ambitions, telling the Lord I was ready to go, sent me to North Dakota.
Going overseas, going to China - there was nothing spiritual about that.

It was a purely practical, common-sense decision. Where would I be
most useful? Where was I most needed? Looking at the world as a

practical Christian, other things being equal, and remembering that the
field is people not geography, shouldn't somebody go where there are
fewer Christians and more people than where there are less people and
more Christians?

Remember Bill Borden's illustration, ten people carrying a log, nine at

the little end and one staggering at the heavy end. If you want to help,

to which end do you go? That is not a spiritual decision.

What about the other objection: We have already failed? There are more
non-Christians today than when we started. Again, that is partly true.

The log is getting heavier all the time, more non-Christians in the world
every year. And if by failure you mean we have not converted the world,
we have failed. But that is not our mission. We don't convert, the Lord
does. Our task is evangelism, which is just telling the hopeless, all the
hopeless, that there is hope and who the hope is. It's an equal
opportunity program, not spiritual social security. But we are not very
equal about it. Most of the world lives in Asia and Africa, and we still

keep 80% of the world's Christians right here in the West. I am
speaking statistically, of course. Only God knows where the Christians
really are. Latin America has deceived itself into thinking it is 90%
Christian, and you people in North America and Europe are just as bad.

Asia, by contrast - more than half of all the world's people - is even
statistically only 2% Christian. There is our real failure.

But there is nothing hopeless about it. For one thing, we could send
more missionaries, not less, to where most of the non-Christians are,

that is, overseas to Asia and Africa. That would take away some of the
inequity. We could send them to where the opportunities are, to Korea,
to Indonesia. There is nothing unchristian about success. It is perfectly
biblical to go where the harvests are white.

We could also send some to where the greatest needs are most unmet.
Ralph Winter of Fuller Seminary points out in the Evangelical Missions
Quarterly that most of the world's non-Christians are still in three
immense, virtually unpenetrated blocks of people: the Chinese, the
Muslims and the Hindus. 8 Just those three blocks number about two
billion people, about half the world, and only 5% of the world's 50,000
Protestant missionaries are trying to reach them.

Yes, we have failed. But who says we are beaten? There are signs of
miracle and breakthrough everywhere. If you are really discouraged,
come to Korea. I will show you a church growing so fast that it doubles
the number of Christians every ten years, growing four times as fast as
the general population. Talk about the caricature of the missionary
treading the burning sands, converting a cannibal now and then - my
work as missionary takes me to an office on the eighth floor of the

http://www. urbana.org/_articles.cfm?RecordId=470 7/18/2004
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Christian Center Building just off the subway in one of the ten largest

cities in the world, a city which has 1,500 Protestant churches. Whole

new battalions of missionaries are arising from there. If you North

Americans do not get around to the unfinished task, the Koreans will.

There are 3,000 missionaries from the Third World, according to one

count, who are already in the work, and no one can tell them it won't

work. They're not listening. They have heard the Lord Jesus Christ, the

Lord of the Universe, the Hope of the World, and he says "Behold I have

set before thee an open door, and no man can close it."

Look at Africa. Ten years ago they told us we were losing Africa to the

Muslims. Today we know that it is not the Muslims but the Christians

who are sweeping that continent. David Barrett tells us that Africa is not

just the 17% Christian we thought it was, but 40% Christian and

growing so fast, thanks to the amazing indigenous spread of African

Christianity. By the year 2000 Africa will have 350 million Christians,

which is more Christians than there are people in Africa today. 9 Don't

you believe the mission has failed - it is just beginning!

Even this wonderful explosion of the faith, however, is not what makes
Jesus the Hope of the World. It was not in Korea where everything is

going so wonderfully that I learned my most indelible lesson in hope. It

was in China, where things are most hopeless. As I said, I was arrested,

charged with embezzlement, thrown out of the country. When they told

me to get out, they said I could take $100 in American money. So I

rushed home but could not find $100 in American money. I had signed a

letter - they had made me sign it - that by permission I was taking $100

in American money out of the country, and all I could find was $97. In

my upset condition I began to think it was all a deep communist plot.

Somehow they knew I had only $97 so they made me sign a letter that

I was taking $100. It was not true, but it worried me, and I was worried

all the way to the station, all the way to Shanghai, all the way to

Canton.

On the way to the station, two missionaries with the China Inland

Mission, Mr. and Mrs. Guinness, came to me and made a request,

"Won't you take our son with you when you go? We can't get out; we
don't know if we'll ever get out, but we want him to; and he doesn't

need any letter of permission." I replied, "Yes, we'll take Oswald." So he

came along.

All the way I began worrying more and more about the missing three

dollars. I was waiting for them to seize me, search me and accuse me -

"You bribed your way out. Where's the missing three dollars?" - and
throw me back into jail. We arrived in Canton. They went through our

bags and our luggage, and then they began on our bodies.

Oswald came up and asked, "Are they going to examine me like that?"

I said, "Yes, Oswald, but what difference does it make? They're looking

for American money, and you don't have any."

"But I have some American money."
"How much do you have?"
"I have three dollars."

http://www. urbana.org/_articles.cfrn?RecordId=470 7/18/2004
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Now don't misunderstand me. I don't believe in God because of any
measly three-dollar miracle. My hope does not depend on that kind of

intervention by God. What of others who were not able to get out? If

there was no such miracle, is there no hope for them? Theirs is a far

greater miracle, the miracle of faith and trust and hope even when
God's answer is No. My kind is for the weak, and at that point I was
weak indeed.

I think the good Lord must have looked down and said, "I can't let a
missionary of mine stumble out of China like that, tired and discouraged
and almost on the verge of nervous collapse." So he chose to minister
to my weakness and used a very little thing to remind me that he is still

God, and he was still there.

That is the ultimate ground of all hope. Jesus is Lord of the Universe and
Hope of the World. Reverse the phrases. He is the Hope of the World
precisely because he is Lord of the Universe. If you know that, you will

not need little miracles like mine. You will be able to say with David
Livingstone, "Without him not one step. With him - anywhere!" He is our
hope.

Notes
1 Korea Times, November 1, 1973.

2 Quoted in Korea Times, September 30, 1973.
3 Quoted in Time, October 8, 1973, pp. 113-14.

4 Quoted in The Evanston Report (New York: Harpers, 1955), p. 20.

5 Quoted in Jurgen Moltmann, Theology of Hope (New York: Harper & Row, 1967), p. 23.
6 Newsweek, October 29,1973, p. 41.

7 Edward Rogers, Poverty on a Small Planet (New York: Macmillan, 1965), p. 75.
8 Ralph Winter, Seeing the Task Graphically, Evangelical Missions Quarterly, January 1974.
9 David Barrett, A.D. 2000: 350 Million Christians in Africa, International Review of Missions,
January 1970. Note: According to Operation World, 2001 edition, there are today 379 million
Christians in Africa.
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d-v(.

Rom. 0: "For I an ^rsniadf 1 that neither death, nor me, nor angeis, nor

principalities* noi' pu«cio
t
nor l lings present, nor things to come, nor height,

nor deptrt, nor anything else in rll creation, will be able to separate us fr

love of cod in Christ Jogus our Lord.”

J35US CHRIST, TH3 HOP’S OF THR 'ORLD

Sftt*\i'el ll

I spent two yeafs once in Communist Jhiua* 1 hadil 4 t

intended to stay that long, but I couldn* 1 get out. All that

time it was dinned into \ne day and night that the hope of the

world is Mao Tze-Tung. I dicta* t believe it, but hundreds of

millions did.

Then suddenly X was arrested, given a kind of people’s

trial, found guilty of embezzlement, and deported. .*hat a wonder-

ful feeling it was to be back in the free world. Then I discovered

that freedom wasn* 1 making the free world all that happy. .here

the communists had a false hope, the free world seemed to have given

up hope. There* s no hope for the world, people were saying. It

is ecologically ruined, economically brcjke and morally' and spiritually'

bankrupt. Now I can . 5 ee
(

why people^say i»,: cut I don*t quite

believe'fail t^^A^Tsensing the despair fend hopelessness *"**»**"fHt‘

I began to understand better the appeal of false hopes like

Chairman Mao. If the only choice is between no hope and a false

hope, human nature turns irresistibly to the false hope. is

always better than nothing. So the world follows Mao and nis

little red book, or a silver- crowned Korean Chris! like the Mev. *

Moon.

But what I want to say very emphatically this morning as

a Christian is that the choice is not between false hope and no

hooe. There is another option, szs* Tr.era is nope there

is* hope for the whole world— and that hooe is in no oh.. er name,

in nothing else, than Jesus Christ. A^|_I have that on the

authority of the ford of God
r
uC*k

<9 Jesus Christ*the hope of the world. i*A the the. -.3 of the

whole Bible. Fro,- the Old Testament, "bhy art thou cast do*::, C

my soul?... Hooe thou in GodM (?s. to the wew Testament s

"Christ in you, the hope of Aory" (Col. L;f?b; from the symbol

of hooe, the "anchor of the soul" (Heb. anc uns r.elwet o-

the hope of ;
salvation (1 Th. 5:8), to the signs of nope-- the sign

of the rainbow in the book of Genesis, and t.ie signs .-.is co.ang

agairi in the Book of Revelation— from beginning to end tne ncle is

flooded with the iridescent light of the Christian* s nope.

But ever since communist China X have beer, a little

leary of slogans. it is not enouglyto stand up and Shout, Jesus

Christ, is the hope of the world". fe~4^no^eneugh for CnrMfaans
.

•J A I 1 ;lt ,
n t Y

ohuroh *4*4o\ :c and - delude l^sslv^s-^nt^ ^
think^g -that Mir

Jesus Christ is 6oing to be the hope of tne wrlo, then we have i,o

to begin with the world as it really is, and no^e as it xeall is,
^

and Jesus Chris t as he really is. Slogans are not enough. The vor.s

have got to focus on things believably real, or we remain as sd--

deluded as a Red Guard in China with his communist chants, or the

computerized couples .>f the Korean dnrist.



hope of the orld

So to avoid > 'reams and wishful thinking
wh«n-wg walcfr^uy^ lot u stay as close as possible to thiiigs as th%>
are, and let me make three simple observations about Christian hope.

1. First, if wu lift, in with the world as it is
f
we .rrust ad. ii t

'

-
J l d ~ ir'n ' r-+*v \.4 that tlier-; really isn*t much hope left*
There never is, without Christ.

2. But second, let ie point out that to be realistic, hope must
reckon with all of reality, not just the cramping facts of
this world 1 s dismal preleiij:. Jesus Christ gives us a hope
with a future.

3. And finally, I must remind you of your part in this hope. If
Christ is the hope of the world, and not just a private little
hope for you and me, we must get out into the world with this
hope. The Christian hope is a hope with a mission.

1. The World As It Is. Begin then, with the world as it
is—pretty hopeless. The human race is running out of heat, out of
food, out of water—out of just about everything, in fact, cut people.
A couple of years ago a young German student ^dropped in to see us. We
had known him as a high school exchange student in Seoul five years
before, and now he had come back for a visp.t. He had just graduated
from college, and was a!x>ut to take a job in Berlin as a high school
teacher. He is not a practicing Christian, and was t> toWrl c lUfd^e

He dicin’ t know how his new job would go. He wanted-
to get married. "But wof re not going to have ary children," he said.
firtwAy, "I don* t want bring children into a world like this," ae

And he spoke of wickedness and corruption,* pollution and despair
and loss of human hope In a way that put a chill into me.

What happened to the bright new world we thought we were
building a generation or two ago? .'hat happened to "inevitable human
progress" and the "wonders of modem science", he are the most
knowledgeable generation iii the history of the world. School children
in four years learn more than the human race in its first hundreds
of millennia. Is this all we can do with our knowledge, our technology:
build ano tlier Tower of Babel boobytrapped on every rising level with

nuclear weapons capable of annihilating all mankind? he have wasted
the good earth the Lord has given us, polluted his clean air, fouled

the streams and crooks so badly that-, fish turn belli) up and die. Our

cities are a stink and a disgrace. (&
to--wam-U^^ai>anese—ti>a-t--bf- thiaga-g

o

-on- as they-a-rey-

Xwelve years—they will__b.s_.able - Lo_collectth^-g^rba^-e-^ ’ ly once every

three-nonths.

ma-jolt. yoxL-wlth.

of all the children bon 1 into the

see their sixth birthday.

one last-deadly—atati^Xi o One r

he world this year will never li\

half
live to

Look at the world as it really is, and if you look only at

the world, don’t babble about hope. "Ho children," says rcy German

friend. Hot in this kind of a world. that is too gloomy -for you,

isn’t it at least more honest and realistic than the Ghristian’s

loose and luminous hopes?

II. The ,orl ' .ith Christ ,

is nothing unrealistic about Christian hope.

opt.ii.isa iii it, either. The lible, which is the most realistic boo’c

The answer is, Ko. There

And there is no false
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cW 4

ever ?*rltten t doesn't actually hojbd out ary great hope for the
oarth as such. "The earth shall perish," says the Old Testament
(Ts. 10.?: 25). 2t will be "burned up", adds the Hew (II Pet. 3:10).

orongfry But the Bible does not stop there. The Biblical view is

realism without despair, which is quite a different thing from

modern, secular man* s despair without hope. The difference is that

the secularist sees only the world as it is now— a mess, whereas

the Christian sees the world as it always has been, and always will

be, in larger context, resting in the hands of its (Taker, God. In

a world without a maker or a future or a God—of course there is no

hope. Put our hope is not confined to points in space or time. Gur

hope is tied to a person, Jesus Christ, and it is forever,- for "Jesus

Christ is the same, yesterday, today and forever.” So it makes no

ultimate difference to the Christian how bad the world is looking

these days. „a U* ^M
u/Uv -tkv^/ y* U * uru, VJf. Ul.e^ n^Ur c fl

** If you think the world today is bad, look back aways.

The darkest day the world has ever known was not Watergate, or the

day the Arabs, raised the price

of your oilf* The darkest day in the history of the world was 19G0

years ago. It was the day Gentiles and Jews took the hope of th.e^

world, Jesus Christ, and stripped him and beat hi", and killed him on

a cross. That day all hell broke loose, and frr one agonizing instant

the whole human race was utterly and completely, God-forsakenly lost.

That is precisely what that cry from the cross meant: 1-Jy God, why

hast thou forsaken mo.

But God took that most hopeless of days and made it the^

hinge, not the end of history, the opening of the door to hope. God

is always doing the happily unexpected. Unlike human nistory, whicn

always see;;is to turn out bad gust when it begins to look good, God's

salvation history is at its best when things look worst.

Look at the depressing story of man* s hopes. It reads like

a bad joke, one of those "That's good; no, that's bad” jo»ces. It

*oes like this.. Centuries ago the Chinese discovered a new source

of energy. That' s good. No, that's bad. It was gunpowder; and gun-

powder kills. <ell, a few hundred years later the Americans dis-

covered a better source of energy, oil. Thfct' s good; oil doesn o

kill. No, that' s bad. It pollutes. It kills the world. Besides,

we're running out of it. Well, then, how is this for good news; we

have now discovered a even better source of energy, nuclear mission.

Tliat* s good. No, that' s bad, too. It kills people faster tnan gun-

powder, and pollutes more lethally than oil.

Low, actually, there is no tiling wrong with these discoveries.

The/rnwre the better. Gunpowder, oil, atomic energy in tu eraselves

don't kill and pollute. There is nothing wrong with each new nope,

as such. .

e

xcept when these hopes are anchored to nan, instead of to

God. For man without God takes each new shining discoverer nope arid

turns it into an engine of his own destruction. That is man s curse.

Kan's hone, on the other hand, is that God does just the opposite, ae

takes the worst, and -lakes of it the best. Ke uses it to save.

It was almost 2000 year's ago that God took death, the ul

mate instrument of man's destruction, and used it for man's s
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He took death and conquered it, He raised Jesus Christ from the dead,
and the disciples saw him, and even doubting Thomas touched bin and
believ- *• Jesus Christ was dead, but he 1

r* alive, He rose again.
And because of that, ve know that 210 matter how bai tilings look,
ever, there is always hope. hSe gives us a future to live for, not
just a present to die in.

They say that about p<x>ple— half a 1 Allion.—will
try to commit suicide in the t’nit&d States this year, and the U. 5.

The Christ! a:'. coesn f 1 d err. thfct the world has prohie .s. Hut instead
of running away fro; 1 them, he faces them. He meets then unjfrxdji
because he knows that the discouraging facts of to Jy , reaXJtSough
they are, axd no icrg real 0 more painful than SnkmetUs

• - —here i - -
0*; 1 than

etf the empty tomb. This is .the Christian "hope reaches into, the
past, carries as thorough the present, and on into God* s glorious
future. However this world may end (and bet us net pretend to know
:.ore alout that than we should,- fer Jesus warned against too .uch

curiosity about the future), at least we know this much from 'God’s word:

The world ends with Christ 1 s victory for :ar, and not v.Ath tan1 s

annihilation of man. The end of the world is hope, and that is not
an end at all

in. Hog •? .ith a Mission. But 1 must make one final point.

Some 'CliristicU .* manage to give the impression that Christian hope is

all in the future. If, as Christians, all we have to say is, "Just

endure a litti" longer, and you’ll soon be out of this sad and story
world, and into a better one”— if that is our only gospel, it deserv-s

' -all the scorn ’that the communists heap upon it with their caricature,
M?ie in the sky by- and by".

God sent hope' into the world not by talcing Christians out,

but by sliding Christ in. And J e su s is the hope of the world not

si. iply bee au Si.* he calls us to glory. He is the hope of the world bo-

cause he left that glory and became hungry with the hungry to feed

taea and xraak . to :v^j|>a vith_ ti'.e

oppressed to overcome Tor^hen. A •’To tne 'poor, said Gandhi once,
M 3od can only- appear as bread and butter.” But isn’t that precisely

how God did appear? He came in the flesh, and he said, ”1 am bread”.

True, he went on to explain to his disciples the spiritual truth that

he is the bread of life, but it was not eternal life he divided among

the multitudes by Galilee. It was bread. Don’t take the meat and the

wheat out of the Christian hope.

r And don’t take it all for yourselves, either. I suppose

I most of us here are Americans. Perhaps we had better ask ourselves

whether if ip flite .right for a country with only 6,5 of the world’s

population to use for ourselves Jj,i of the .whole i/orll* s annual pin-

duction. Tiie; sag- that if the rest of tlv> world used up materials at

the rate the TJ.S. does, we would devour li one year six times as much

as the world could produce that year. If those that have too much,

would voluntarily reduce their over- inflawed standard* of Living, these
** *tv “

V.

-

just Might be enough for everyone— even enough energy, for everyone.

Christ nose from the dead, and he sail, ” reed my ;uejpn
. T** Ghrtotian hap

c

11.
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gut let's net distort the gospel the otr.cr way, either.

The - reater dimensions of the Christian hope are eternal, not temporal.

Our hone \u the )inpe,i.r salvation, »»ot J00'^ ur water or oil* For

the Christian church 1 3 settle fur any lesser hupe* W
technological advance or political victory or social action is a

betrayal of the faith and no ultimate service to the nuiaan race.
^

Finding enough food and water and oil—or even :ustice— to Keep tnis

w-orld going, and to say that that is enough, is li*e throwing a life

preserver to a man who has fallen overboard from an ocean ln.er, out^

not bothering to stop and pick him up. It may keep him from orownii^,

but he will still die from the wind or the sun or une snarks. It is

important to throw hii the life preserver, of course, mju may be

the only' thing that keeps him alive to be rescueo. Suu what finally

counts is picking him up and talcing him aboard.

One of the things I. like best in the record of that ,reat

da-- when Christ, wwM, rose Iron the deaa to orxng

us hope;' ne did not rise straight into heavp.. *ne ascension cai.e

later. First, he went back for his disciples. s-o^ed to pivx
^

them up. He wanted Peter to stcp_

. war: ted even doubting Thoraas to elieve. A -ifli ^* 7

It v^,«.Relieve. For that is still the only way in this weary, weary mtlA

to find real hope.

h(w{j

For I a absolutely sure that neither death, nor life, nor

‘an, els, nor prinfealitie’S'.^ th^ ^ preset, nor th^gs to

cone, »ar nor height, nor deptn, nor ar^uhing else in

all creation, will be able to separate us fro >\ .ns lo* - oC

God in Christ Jesus cur Lord.”

He is the Loi’d of the universe; He is the hope of the

wori I.

Prayer; 0 Lord our God, who :al<est the^

stars and tufnest the shadows of ieatn m^o

the morning. We £ help tr.ou our^

' &Li : f ,
ai i • give usAvietoryv

and go. ana

^l-cness aiic light. Thru Jesus Chnst,

thine only Son our Lord.

I



V- There* s Still Hope

\ . 4«.i

A niece of mine, who ought to know because she had just graduated

from college, once told me that there is no hope for the world any more.

She had been reading j^coloKy. And I must admit that when I look

at the world these days
A
i r im*t see mufeh hope, somot-isies. The human

race is running out of heat, out of food, out of water—out of just about

everything, in fact, but people. Today we have the oil crisis. Tomorrow s

shortage may be more serious. In twenty years, says one expert, not just the

under-developed countries but even America will be running Mtof foocL^i

We* 11 be going hungry then, like most of the rest of the vorld^rlow. But

still yet to come may be the worst shortage of all. Water. The world s

water table, its reserves of fresh water, are steadily and dangerously

draining away. Already the deserts are eating again into the green earth.

In Worth Africa alone, along the Sahara, thirteen million people may die thfcs

year directly or indirectly as a result of the creeping drought.

rthat happened to the bright new world we thought we were building

a generation or two ago? We have wasted the good earth the Lord has given

us. oolluted his clean air, fouled the streams and brooks so badly that fish

turn* belly up and die. Our cities are a stink and a disgrace. In Tokyo,

authorities have begun to'wam the Japanese people that if things go on as

they are, in another twelve years they will be able to co
^
1^t

,

th ®

only once every three months. Let me jolt you with one last *

one half of all the children bom into the world this year will never live to

see their sixth birthday.

*»W>* Look at the uwld^as'lt really is,-a*4 you wonder how Christians

can go on babbling about hope.
^
Shouldn*t we be speaking rather in tenns of

absolute human despair, like u poem of Auden* s:

-
- The glacier knocks in the cupboard,

The desert sighs in the bed,

Ahd the crack in the teacup opens

A lane to the land of the dead. ,

Gloomy thinking, that. But isn't, it^ore honestly realistic, (people som^

times ask me,) that the Christian* s
A
luminous hopes?

The answer is no. There is nothing unrealistic about hope. To

the man who insists that my Christian hope is unrealistic I must abvlrmsr

that the trouble is not with my hope but with his reality. It s too smal .

His view is too restricted. He has missed most of what really is. °^®*S8d

-with the gloomy present, he has forgotten that there is more to time than

the now; there is also a past and a future. Mesmerized
.“fsflity--

pyodioanttut ,
he has forgotten that there is also God. In"W» T-ittle reality

f^ld^thout a past or a future or a God-of course there is no hope, tet

©ur hope is not confined to any one point in space or time. We d°>" ^ cali off

Easter when it rains. Our hope is tied to a person, Jesus Christ, and it is

forever. "Jesus Christ is the same, yesterday, today and foreve. . (Heb. L3. )

if you think the world today is bad, look back a ways. The
J*J»**^

day the world has ever know% not Watergate or My Lai. and It

_ of Krakatoa. or the fall of Rome. It was before that. It was iyuu

3̂^0 . It was the day Gentiles and Jews took the hope of the world, Jesus



Christ# and stripped him and beat him and killed him on a cross*
^
That

day all hell broke loose, and for one agonizing instant, an inet»t never

to be repeated* the whole, liuman race was utterly and completely, Cod-

forsakenly, lost.
w8ffibwy from the cross,

Adaa,.^epeskfcg for all mankind, "My God, my God, why hast thou forsaken me?

But God took that most hopeless of all days and made it the hinge,

not the end, of history, the opening door to hope. God is alirays doing the

happily unexpected. Unlike human history, whichA se&ns to tum out bad just

vhen it begins to look good, God' s salvation history is at its best when

things look worst.

Look at the depressing story of man' s hopes. It reads like a had

joke, one of those "That's good; no, that's bad" jokes. It goes like this...

Centuries ago the Chinese discovered a new source of energy. That s E00 <**

No, that' s bad. It was gunpowder, and gunpowder kills. Well, a few hundred

years later the Americans^iat quantities of a better source of energy,

oil. That's good; oil doesn't kill. No, that's bad, it pollutes. It

doesn't kill people, but it kills the world. Besides, we re running out

of it. Well, then, how about this for good news: we have now discovered

an even better source of energy, nuclear fission. That s good. No, tha

bad, too. It kills people faster than gunpowder, and pollutes more

lothaljy than oil*

Non, actually, there is nothing wrong with rnste discoveries. The

more the better: Gunpowder, oil, atomic energy in themselves don t killed

pollute. There is nothing wrong with each new hope, as

those hopes are anchored to man. instead of to God. For man G°

takes eaoh new shining discovered hope and turns it into
a£d

own destruction. That is man' s curse. Man* s hope, on the other hand,
, ^ ^

lies in the fact that God does just the opposite. He takes the worst, and

uses it to save.

On that first glad Easter morning, long ago, God took death, the

ultimate instrument of man' s destruction, and used it for man ® salvati _
Hn took death and conquered it. He raised Jesus Christ from the deaa, an

the disciples’ saw a Risen Lord, and even doubting *

last believed. This is what Easter is all about und this is^that

Easter is about. Not bunnies and easter eggs and S
sentimental hopes; but J»osus Christ, Bfc» who was dead 1^3. He

rose againT tod because of that,e*c=*=S*t. we know that uo matter how

bad things looC there is always hope. R^rrection hope Christ giv^

us a future to live for. not just a present to die in. He was deaa,

he lives, "and whosoever believes in him shall never die.
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the new vocabulary of today we are told to call that "radically honest
thinking”. "Squirrel-cage thinking” is what I call it. Ajb**fc=^f man as

“SUtfht. in the endless wheel Q f a meshlhgleaa life, •laatli the only
hope, the only escape.

I prefer the radical realism of the Chri^t^aij faijh.. £he
Christian doesn’t deny that the world has problems.^’ He ^TPaSes

1

era'. He
meets than unafraid because he knows that the discouraging facts of today,
real though they are, arejno racyre real and no more painful than Christ 1 s
death on the cross, ana^no more^Bal and- no £ull~of—hops than the
fact of the empty tomb. Our hope rests confidently on what God did that
first Easter, and what was done then can never be taken from us. Guy
Hope reaches into the past, carries us through the present, and on into
God’s glorious future. However this world may end— and let us not pretend
to know more about that than we should (Jesus warned his disciples against
too much curiosity about the future)— at least we know, this much from
God’s word: it ends with Christ's victory for ra§n, and not with man's
annihilation of man. The end of the world is hope, and that is not an

end at all. *hich is why the Scots sing the 110th Psalm thSs wey* ^ ^ -

0 God, our help in ages past,

Our hope for years to come,

Our shelter from the stormy blast,
And our eternal home.

Uaku) nt iaa fil
J '

pC X W> Vy VV W . . -— O

But I must make one final point. When some Christians sing that

great hymn, they manage to miss one of the key points about the Easter

hope, namely, that hope carries with it a mission. It’

s

not just a shelter

from the stormy blast, a safe and future home. It is all that, yes, but

more. If as Christians, all we have to say is, "Just endure a little longer,

and you’ll soon be out of this sad and stormy world, and into a better one"

—

if that is our gospel, it deserves all the scorn that the communists heap

upon it with their caricature, "Pie in the sky by- and-by".

God sent hope into the world not by taking Christians out, but

by sending Christ in. And He is still here. He lives. Mjesus is the

hope of the world not simply because he calls us to glory. He is the

hope of the world because he left that glory and became hungry with the

hungry to feed them and weak with the sick to heal them, and condemned with

the oppressed to overcome for them. He tells his disciples to do the same.

It was the Risen Lord who said, "Feed ray sheep”.

It is a temptation, sometimes, to overspiritualize that phrase
just as we sometimes overspiritualize Easter. „It was .

touched. And it was not ^£5*t spiritual fooa^wifei U c

^

. 1m^

.

^nriot J fc&4ii-o eheop. ”To the poor,” said Gandhi once, "God can

only appear as bread and butter.” But isn’t that precisely how God did

appear? He came in the flesh, and he said, "I am bread.” True, he went

on to explain to his disciples the spiritual truth that he is the bread
of life, but it was not eternal life he divided tfeefc-'day among the multi-

tudes. by-GelHoe. It was bread. Don’t take the meat and the wheat out
of the Christian hope at Easter.

If food is short, ^Christians had better join the search for
another miracle grain like the Philippine rice that raised production
fivo times over. And why-should It b^bpneaUwk Ghri-otion to got out

-IWuJ K.1 VxH
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d*

and look for c&L. Ono of God 1 s forgotten miracles had to do with oil
Look up tho miraole of the olive oil in II Kings 4. If ym atft a -quIjim

SW-
WfV^-

WtoFi? toririiofr'hdfref ond pay»- of hir Ea^r tni^glC Easter, I think,
is as good a time as any for„ Americans to ask ourselves whether it is
quite right for a country with only 6$ of the world 1 s population to
seize for ourselves 35$ of the whole world® s annual production, I have
been told that if the rest of the world used up materials at the rate
the United States does, we would devour in one year six times as much
as the world could even produce in that year. If those that have too
much would voluntarily reduce their over-inflated standard of living
there just might be enough raw materials and energy to go around with
everyone having a fair share. Christ rose from the dead, and He-saiddtu UJcM
"Feed ray sheep. w

>

t;

But let* s not distort the Easter gospel the other way either. I

?.
rea

^.
er c^jnens^ons of the Easter hope are eternal, not temporal.

[jjor the Christian church f>o settlo for-any loosor hopep whethog-fey ** wt,
technological—

a

dvanoe or bv orw^ al rmt-trm w -» «.nyr,i 1

no-nltimate-^rvlco -to- tho human-race^j Finding enough food and water
and oil, or even justice, to keep this world going, and to say that that
is enough, is like throwing a life preserver to a man. who has fallen '

overboard from an ocean liner, but not bothering to stop and pick him
up. It may keep him from drowning, but he will still die from the wind
or the sun or the sharks. It is important to throw- him the life preserver,^.
That may be the only thing that keeps him alive to Joe rescued. But
what finally counts is picking him up and taking him aboard.

One of the things I like best about the record of that first
great Easter morning is that when Christ rose from the dead, he did not
rise straight from the empty tomb into heaven. The ascension came

uC°r his disciples. * He stopped to pick them
UP* ^He wanted Thomas, even aoubting Thomas, to believe. Just as he
wants us all to believe. For that is still the only way fcmrisTjpw in this
weary, weary world to find real hope. ”1 am the resurrection and the life”,
says the Lord, nHe that believes on me, even though he dies, yet shall
he live. And whoever. . believes in me shall never die. M

Prayer: D Lord our Ck>d, who makest the stars and tumest the
shadows of death into tl^e morning. We believe: help thou our
unbelief, tl^t-in/tf-€LL4&-w^ the victory^ and joy and
gladness and light. Thru Jesus Xt. thine only Son our Risen Lord.



How Koreans Have Overcome Fear
J

I come to you today with a message of hope and

good news from a brave but troubled land, Korea. And if you

know Korea well, you may well ask, "What hope?" What hope

can there be for Korea, anyway. Misruled for centuries,

conquered by the Japanese, torn in two by the communists,

and crippled by internal divisions and economic chaos for

years after the War, what hope is there for little Korea?

"We Koreans," said one thoughtful man to me not long ago,

"are always afraid of tomorrow."

But that is not quite true. There are Koreans,

thousands of them, who have moved beyond fear. They are the

unconquerable Christians of Korea. They are surrounded by

fear, ana fren beset by , weaknesses within, but they have

only to our Christian love for others, but to God*s perfect
love for us. And not only to the wav His love gives us

poaoc ar»d confidence in the da^of judgment, but also

in a wider sense to the way love banishes all kinds of fear.

you may still be carrying around with you of the missionary at
work:—pith helmet, black suit, beating through the jungle
with an umbrella in one hand to ward off the lions, and a

Bible in the other for thecanmibals . That may be the popular
picture of missions, but it does not fit Korea. The Korean
mission story is not a story of the taming of savages. They
are a proud and ancient people with four thousand years of
cultural heritage. Back when your ancestors were running around
Europe in nothing but blue paint, the Korean court was dressed
in silk and gold. If anything it was the Western missionary
who was the savage. For example, he always carried around with
him a filthy piece of cloth, and would blow and wipe his nose
on it, and then stuff it right back, covered with filth, into
his pocket. How savage and barbaric can you get!

a story of the taming of savages; it is rather the story of
the victory of the gospel of love over a religion of fear.
"Perfect love casts out fear".

never lost hope because they have found the secret of over-

coming fear. £

The Bible puts it this way: "Perfect love casts

out fear. The context (I Jno. 4: 10, 16-18) refers not
c

V

Buia first I must disabuse your minds of a caricature h

No, the story of Christian missions in Korea is not
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How much fear there was in that old Korea only lathe
pioneers ever really knew, only those who set foot where the
gospel had never once been praached. Life was drenched with
fear. Korea had once been Buddhist; then it was Confucian.
But always beneath and behind these more organized faiths,
was Korea* s ancient and primitive fear of the elemental
spirits of the universe, her native shamanism which was the
real "gut" religion of tha people. There were spirits in every
corner, on every hill and pass, in every tree and dark place,
lurking, lying-in-wait to cause disease and crippling disaster.

The unknown was always to be feared. For example,
my father brought^the first bicycle* into his part of Korea. One
day, out itineaating, he began to coast down a hill into a re-
mote village, black clothes (the Koreans wore white), white
face, on an infernal machine and at an incredible rate of speed.
A group of Korean youngsters playing at the foot of the hill
looked. up, saw this apparition bearing /silently down upon them
a-%=an inrrftdi. -M. e «pee4 , and scattered to the corners of the
village, shouting, "Look out, look out/ . Here comes the devil,
riding on. a pair of spectacles!" How different would have been
the reaction of a bunch of yyung Americans. In a minute they
would have had father off the bicycle, in two minutes they
would have had the machine apart, and in another five they would
have figured out how to put the machine back together again.
They would have been healthily curious about the unknown, not
terrified.

But life in old, traditional Korea was riddled with
fear. Mothers would give their babies names like "Little Squint-
Eye" or "Little Wart-on-the-Nose" . Why? Korean babies are not
ugly* and their mothers love them as dearly as mothers love their
young anywhere in the world. Then why the ugly names? It is a
pathetic attempt on the part of the mothers to protect their
children. They imagine evil spirits hovering over the house. One
will say to the other spirit, "Who lives there". "Little Wart-on-
bhe nose". "Oh. Let*s not bother with her/. Let*s find a
beautiful baby to maim and destroy." And the mother hopes the
ugly name will save her baby.

Into such an environment, polluted with paralyzing
fear came the Christian missionary, armed only with the gospel,
the gospel of God's love, the perfect love that casts out fear.
It was a very simple gospel but it spoke directly to exactly
that kind. of an environment. It knew all about spirits. God
is a spirit. But not evil. God is love. And the proof of his
love is that he sent his Son to die for us. Not just for West-
erners. After all. He didn't send him to the West. Jesus was
born in Asia, remember? And his love is for all the world.
There is power in that love. How they loved to hear the stories,m. that old Korea, of how Jesus had power to cast out evil
spirits. And when this new and powerful faith had wiped out
the old. fear of evil spirits, what a transformation. You could
see it in the change in the babies* names. When Chrifct came
into the hfame, the ugly names disappeared. ".Little .Squint-Eve"
i n

U
thedatura i ?

Je
5
e
J"

aa mother
natural beauty of the Korean language, an4-~-GkniJ-s-^^
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But that old Korea, traditional Korea, is gone. It
vanished with the l$th century, and with it went the old fear
of the spirits, though perhaps more of it still lingers than most
people care to admit. This did not mean, however, an end djo fear
in Korea. A new fear took its place, fear^ of the Japanese con-
querors. Japanese militarists annexed Korea in 1905 and 1910,
and Koreans faced a new terror, brutal loss of thffifir national
identity. But once again not all were afraid. Inside and out-
side the church, but particularly inside, among the Christians,
there were who refused to give up hope. In 1919, when
Korea revolted in a non-violent demonstration for Korean indepen-
dence, only 3$ of the country was Christian, bute 50$ of the
country* s leaders who had the courage to sign Korea's Declaration
of Independence were Christian. They were not afraid.

^ c

The foremost Christian leader of the Independence Move-
ment was Pastor Kiel Sun-Ju, a member of the first graduating
class of the seminary where I teach. He was arrested and thrown
into jail, and allowed to take one book with him. He took the
Bible, and promptly thanked God for a great opportunity. "I am
going blind," he said, "and now I will have time to memorize the
Scriptures before I can no longer read them." But he soon was
dissatisfied. "The Bible is not just to be stored away in the
mind," he said. "It is for a witness. But how can I witness in
prison." Then a happy thought struck him. "God has blessed me
with the voice of a bull," he said. And it is true. When Pastor
Kiel stood up to preach in the marketplace of one village, they
could hear him clear over in the next village. "1*11 just memo-
rize the Bible out loud, so that all my fellow prisoners can hear
the godd news." This is what he proceeded to do, and the jail
rocked as he bellowed out his Bible verses, and the jailer rushed
in, and his fellow prisqners howled for quiet. He was not the
most popular man in prison. But after a while, the others began
to listen and to think. They didn't have much else to do. And when
at the end of two years the political prisoners were released,
they gathered around Pastor Kiel, these future leaders of the
countaryy and asked for more explanation of the strange and arrest-
words they had been forced to hear for the last two years. xM He
actually formed some of them into a new Christian congregation.
From first to last the Christian church cradled the heart of the
Independence Movement , for not even the military conquerors could
make the Christians tremble. They had found the perfect love that
casts out fear, and that frees for sacrificial service.

Ca(#yJJ| (yAf \/'fru*)UcA Ht-n*

Today the Japanese are gone. A Old traditional Korea is®
-Korear-i^ and Korelffis fr^^l^ive in

the tenth largest city in the world, Seoul, Korea, with a population
of more than 6,000,000, [in a country that last year had the highest
rate of increase of GNP (gross national production) of any country
in the whole world.J But it would be wrong to suggest thatjKorea*s
days of fear are over. We=^e In Seoul, they tell us&^vJo’ secondsaway from total^destruction by communist bombs. Enemy planes .can >
be over us and away in less than two seconds. There are manC wftci

ti
''

live m constant, shaking fear, of f-fria-wew threrb. But not a\l.
Nat- the Christians^ have already faced the communist
terror, and found, agaiK , that perfect love casts out fear.

'i
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ADULT EDUCATION CLASSES

The adult education classes are attracting more people than ever before

with an enrollment for the winter quarter of nearly 450 students. The

eight classes, which began in January, include a new one on the writings

of Solzhenitsyn, Russian Christian author, who captures newspaper head-

lines almost daily as a result of his expose on his imprisonment. The

classroom was packed with 68 students for the first session, taught by

Julia Holm, UW graduate student. Also, on Wednesday nights Dr. Langford

leads a discussion in the basics for Christian faith and reasons for making

ment to the church. New members are welcome.

FULLER EXTENSION PROGRAM

Enrollment in the second quarter of the Fuller Seminary Extension courses in the four extension centers

tops that of last fall 3 with Seattle heading the list with approximately 40 students in its two courses.

The growing interest in this new outreach concept for seminary education is encouraging 3 and indicates

laymen's desire for a solid theological base in order to be better witnesses for Christ. Several

other cities are interested in having centers as soon as expansion is possible. Scores of denom-

inations are represented among the students in the enrollment in the four centers 3 which are

located in Hollywood3 Fresno 3 Bakersfield3 Calif. 3 plus Seattle.

CHURCH GROWTH CONFERENCE

What makes a church grow? Laymen and UPC staff will find out at a two-day conference in Port-

land, Ore., February 1-2, headed by two leading professors from the Fuller School of World

Mission and Institute of Church Growth and a religious educator specializing in church growth

studies. Attending from UPC will be Bill Lower, Dave Broweleit, Ev Irish, Sue Leach, Tom

Steury, Roberta Hestenes and Steve Hayner.

DO YOU- WANT TO SHARE YOUR TIME AND INTEREST WITH OTHERS?

Perhaps you are the one who could fill one of these needs:

Assist in Head Start Program at the church a few hours each week

Music and teaching assistant for first grade, Sundays, 9:30-10:30 a.m.

\l / k Call Donna Van Horn, LA 4-7300
i —



FROM THE DESK OF DICK LANGFORD
Dear Friends: -/

}

Kenneth Clark, the British lord whose television series entitled, "Civilization"
has fascinated many of us, has some amazing insights into why civilizations
fail. Fear, he says, is the first cause, but then he goes aheacj, to say that
the main cause is loss of confidence. "It requires confidence — confidence
in the society in which one lives, belief in its philosophy, belief in its
laws, and confidence in one's own mental powers. The way in which the stones
of Pont du Gard are laid is not only a triumph of technical skill, but shows
a vigorous belief in law and discipline. Vigor, energy, vitality: all great
civilizations -- or civilizing epochs — have had a weight of energy behind
them." At the end of the series he comes back to that theme saying, "I said
at the beginning that it is a lack of confidence, more than anything else, that

kills a civilization. We can destroy ourselves by cynicism and disillusion just as effectively as by
bombs." He quotes a poem by Yeats on this point.

Things fall apart; the center cannot hold;
Mere anarchy is loosed upon the world,
The blood-dimmed tide is loosed, and everywhere
The ceremony of innocence is drowned;
The best lack all conviction, while the worst
Are full of passionate intensity.

Clark says it is not that there are not people of conviction, but "the trouble is there is still no cen-
tre." Here is the challenge to us as Christians! We can contribute to the world's fear by taking a hand-
wringing attitude. Everything is wrong. Everything is going to the dogs. The world is falling apart.

That is not the attitude of Scripture. Scripture tells us, "God loved the world and gave his Son." He
did not give up on the world but sent the Redeemer. The Apostle Paul, living in the midst of a crumbling
civilization, wrote to the church in Colossae, "He is before all things, and in him all things hold to-
gether. He is the head of the body, the church; he is the beginning, the first born from the dead, that
in everything he might be pre-eminent." There is no question we have a center. It is Jesus Christ. We
need not march into this year with fear, a lack of energy and vitality. We have all those resources In
the One in whom we have placed our faith. We have the encouragement and excitement of moving into society
with that energy which God alone supplies, for he is the source of energy for us.

This year is a call to Christians to commit themselves in a new way to their faith in Jesus Christ.
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not only with trutii at the int of thot

but with service at tne point of action.

It is the beauty of ah service tnat it

makes in truth easier to believe. feb
... I'W. J.V .V •j rr?

,
.

Ku bhia once said tnat China nas p

great enemies: poverty, dis:ase, ignorance
greed and aisoraer . a witne->~ t.o truth
tia t nas no reic^r.ce to noverty, dis
ignorance, greed and disorder in China,
tnan would never win China for At. and is
no more a Christian witness tiian a At who
scorned tne 'oor and ignored ene sick ^-d
refused to teacn ;*be ignorant is tne At"-

of the h.T. The Church in Ciiii^. has been
truer to its Lord tnan tnat, and I am proi
of its record in lv.acL.ng tne way in the
struggle against tnese enemies.
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John 18:37

^Vt Yenching, behi nd tiie curtain, one oi

the questions progressive young students

kept asking was, 'what good does tne Ciiurc

do^ in the world?' They were critical.

"Look at the communists . fney 0et results

j

fland reform, economic justice, an end to

feudalism. But what ~.oes tne Churcn do

for tne people? Is it of any real use?

The first point I had to make in answer-

^Ln0 sucii questions was to insist that the

Church' s^job in the world was not to be

useful at all—at least not in the way
those students understood usefulness. The^

were interested in tiie Church only as a

tool in buaiding uo a new Ciiina. But the

primary fact about tne Cnurcn is tnat it

belongs to uod and not to man, and it is

never supposed to become tne tool of any

human social order—imperialist, communisl

or capitalist. It's main joo is to oe a *

witness to tne trutii, and to ooey nod not

Allan. You

r

: ^member how tne Jews wanted to

. "use^ Aesus as a tool in building up a new

Israel. They wanted to make him King— anc

he'd nave made a very good King, hut he

^refused, ne So.id, 'I came into the world
to bear witness to the truth'. That's
my first text. And my first point is:

witness to tiie truth. That is what the

Cinirch is for. "For tids cause came I intc

^ft,he world, ' said Jesus, 'ana to tills end

was I born, to bear witness to the trutii. 1

Tiie modern world .^.s become -..11 turned
around in its tiiinldn* . •*« tiaruc we
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kind ox thinking. u e Aits truth first.
ptsiMi ltu| km'sOv 3 -J

9 Tint's why _ 'm not interested in defend-
ing churcii simply as a useful t ,ol for
society, won't base answer to question,
'•'hat is Ciiurch for? ho we need it?' on

^any long lis t of Xty 1 s concrete contribu-
tions to civilization and world order. I'n
In not because the Caurch brot scnools d
education to Inglano,, or 8-hr. working aa^
c.o U.o. or plow s**-to India, or moxern i.iedi-

feine and education to China. a11 true, bu
tn.t's not wiiy I'm Xn. I'm yJn u oelong to
Cnurcxi because irom nays of apjstles men-*’
in churcn ri-ve been proclaiming truth that
cnanged nistory and c.ungca j.v life: that

•
lived, '<ied and rose a 'ain. How

o CV^xa..>»iwr •»*w
,

°-L * now
e Xns m.^e out Dy t.is J.JC. ; and how can

they know him if they are not told of Him.
ihcre is no 0reater task tnan to bear wit-
ness to trie saving, lioerating gospel of
tiv. Lrutn in J.jC. That is what tne Church

for. ifhat xs what tnis Church is for.
%!i it doesnot preach tills truth, it had'"
better net exist.

r

f
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***<, Jesus also said, 'I came not to be
jiLLms eereo unOo, ,^put to mxnis ocr .

' fills
«o <£nd point v ainat is Cnurch for?

To witness, yes; but also to s^rve. The
second task is service, it is not quite
right to say tiiat tne cnurch's main task#s JUt>t to tell the truth, it's task is
to ..in men t-o the truth in Cnrist, wriich
ig so^tmh- l-r harder and impStant

,
Xo hiJro t i.ius t -to.'^CU Slip*' t -M'. ffn

It -T«usi-. creak • nuo h^^ii“.iEfeJ?^t •

*-*X, T/wfc, «t iU fr***t" ff
iJykf Kdh»^4o im ^ St+vic< *
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being scientific when we <ut all our em-

phasis on practical usefulness. .<e nave
almost forgotten tiiat real .science is

"TV* rvA A-

tho search for truth, not^ametZiocb of pro-
duction. So when peo le come asking me,
1 What is the Church ^ood for, anyway? ' I

like to remind them of the story of timn
rese^ren chemist c~me bursting but ft
his laboratory one day all aglow witii the
joy of a or. aid new discovery—no uifferonc
what it was, sometiling iiigiily tncoretical-
"Ifiuroka, I've found it i" His friend,
practical minded, wno Knew what a nigiily

inapplicable problem ne'a been working on,

sniffed, "dell, what cun you do with it,

now tnat you've got it. -hi t earthly good
vrill it. be." The scientist stopped, looke
at him, then s id. „ufetly, "What use will
it be.' ^ . «o iic(j . if just -haopens to oe
true." *nd he walked away.

The first question uo ask uoout tne Ch.

and its gospel, as about a scientific
theory, is not, 'Is it useful? ' but
it true?' Of course, tiie In, like tne *
scientist, expects tnat tne truth, no
jnatter how useless it may seem at tne mo-
memt will eventually rove useful.. but he

insists^ tiiat deepest basis for ^.^^ovii^
or is the uestion of truth,
not useihlness. To forget tnis, is to
fall into xLn of iitlcr a uazj.s who s_id
tnat a oi0 lie ±s uebocr polioicaLiy
the truth because it is more useful. Japai
did iiaicn twT. sn;ie. ^t iiung on to lie
Ertip^ vras^ gad?long r_tcr. nl. .

iidd aoandohctl xt7 sL;i ,iy ilce a-sS x^C" u^TT

politic r liy useful .

a

The Xn rejects tnat- i , l —



HOPE - THE SPIRITUAL DIMENSION OF ESCHATOLOGY

Gerhard Sauter

I

Hope - a virtue?

The French Mystic Charles Peguy (1873-1914) describes hope in a surprising way - by

placing it in opposition to faith and love:

The faith that I love best, says God, is hope.
Faith does not surprise me.
It’s not surprising.

[•••]

Charity, says God, that doesn’t surprise me.
It’s not surprising.

[...]

But Hope, says God, that is something that surprises me.
Even me.

That is surprising.

That these poor children see how things are going, and believe that tomorrow things will
better.

®

That they see how things are going today and believe that they will go better tomorrow
morning.

That is surprising and it is by far the greatest marvel of our grace.
And I’m surprised by it myself.

And my grace must indeed be an incredible force.
And must flow freely and like an inexhaustible river

[...]

What surprises me, says God, is Hope.
And I can’t get over it.

This little Hope who seems like nothing at all.

This little girl Hope.
Immortal. 1

J

1 Charles Peguy, The Portal of the Mystery of Hope , translated D.L. Schindler Jr.
(Grand rapids, MI; William B. Eerdmans Co., 1996.) pp.l, 6-7.
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This statement seems to me stimulating from several different perspectives. First,

Peguy depicts hope, given by Divine Grace, as "little", like a "little girl", modest, not very

self-aware or self-possessed, nearly oblivious of all around herself. Instead, in the ecumenical

movement Christian confidence has often been claimed as the "big", comprehensive hope, or

as the ever and overall transcending hope, evoking and transforming so-called "small hopes"

of human beings in searching for peace and justice or for achieving a better life. According

to this rhetoric, "absolute hope" can be changed like a bill into coins of "small hopes", but

the value of the bill is inexhaustible. Peguy, on the contrary, emphasizes the small hope as

the trust in the coming day, the ongoing life, the continuity of one’s being, and this hope is

even the belief that there will be something better tomorrow. God confesses being amazed by

this small but persistent trust. Faith as confidence in the beauty and goodness of the given

world seems to be natural, and in the same way as love, God expects, is challenged by the

need of living beings. But hope is miraculous, even as a gift of God, given within his

creation and his creatures. This hope is not related to the new creation in the resurrection of

the dead (according to Paul in Rom 4:17), but it is rooted in the promise of the creation. It is

confidence in the Creator without always knowing it. This hope expresses itself as a deep

trust, not limited to the motto, "life goes on" (that in itself is a lot) but strives for the new,

the better. Trusting what is coming, hope awakens daily to the new.

Second, Peguy latches onto a theological tradition which interprets "hope" as a virtue;

i.e., as an attitude which can be acquired and developed, but which can also become stunted

and deformed. This tradition recalls Paul (I Cor 13:13), who compares faith, hope, and love.

Whereas Paul ranks love above faith and hope, Peguy stresses the inconspicuous force of

Hope, which seems to be supported by Faith and Love and yet supports both, however

imperceptibly.

Protestant theology, especially when it has followed the Reformers’ critique of the

Scholastic understanding of virtues, has been very reluctant to accept a concept of habits,

which are be acquired and which bespeak an ability to shape oneself and one’s destiny.

But is there not a fundamental difference between habit and virtue? Can we relate
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"virtue" to the question of learning? According to Alasdair MacIntyre, 2 virtue is the opposite

of manipulation, and therefore it should be relevant for theology. And a "habit" may well be

a socio-cultural phenomenon that is linked to even deeper rooted convictions. 3

Yet, the "experience" of Christian theoloev is the paradoxical process of learning that

faith, love and hope are not objects of learning. Learning, by contrast, hopefully leads to

maturity and wisdom, accompanied by "secondary habits" like trustworthiness.

Hope, according to Charles Peguy, has its own character. Therefore it can be

recognized. It is not merely a movement of attraction to the future - the not-yet existing - but

confidence in uncertain terrain, confidence precisely where darkness breaks in, where

worries originate and where one wishes to break out in order to save one’s self.

Therefore, it would be misleading to associate hope merely with an overactive

imagination or with a passion for the possible, the not yet realized with a creative dissatisfac-

tion which propels itself along, continuously pushing off from all that has been, and all that

has been valid. Some of these aspects may now and then possibly be associated with the hope

of faith. But it would be fundamentally wrong to conceive of hope as a basic alternative to

persistence, endurance and permanence, to define hope by mobility versus stability, change

versus continuity or to identify hope with pressing on, overtaking, and transcending. We

must not confuse hope with a stereotyped attitude towards time and all facts which may be

described temporally.

According to Scholastic understanding, the hope granted by grace remolds all natural

expectations that have been perverted radically by sin, and raises them upwards to God.

The virtue of hope is endangered by our sinful and perverse presumption of all that is

God’s alone to fulfil. This presumption may be arrogant or desperate, and in both cases the

human individual balks at his or her own true self-realization by renouncing the future

2
Alasdair MacIntyre, After Virtue (Notre Dame: University of Notre Dame Press,

1984).

3
Cf. e.g. Robert N. Bellah, Habits of the Heart

. (Berkeley: University of California

Press, 1985).
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granted by God.

Martin Luther argued that real presumption in anticipating the future is not manifest

in temporal overleaps (so to speak), but rather results from a person’s confidence in his or

her own action and achievement. The person then tends to anticipate and even to grab God’s

judgement instead of expecting conformity of his or her own action with the work of God.

Presumption is different from anticipation of the future; it rather claims for human

individuals what God alone can decide.

Therefore, arrogance and desperation are impious and not merely inhuman. Luther puts

the question of the certainty of salvation in a radical way. There is no certainty in settling the

account of actions and omissions (including the help of God) with a credit balance - the only

certainty is trust in God. With every definitive self-assessment the person transcends

humanity, gives up time and space granted to them and closes their mind to God’s future.

Only justification by faith enables human individuals to live towards that future: justified by

faith, the human person is perfectly sound in hope, while a sinner in reality: Ac per hoc

sanus perfecte est in spe. in re autem peccator.

For Martin Luther existing in hope means: living from God’s promise (justified on the

grounds of the evaluation and the certain promise of God: iustus ex reputatione et

promissione Dei certa
4
). Whoever receives eternal life and salvation through the forgiveness

of sins no longer merely sets their hope on a high goal which rules them (sperare in

dominum) , instead they live hoping in their Lord (sperare in domino5
). Hope defmes the

location of the person before God.

The hope of faith is the certainty of being able to stand in the coming judgement of

God. All human activity comes under this judgement of God. Faith emerges from god’s

verdict of justification. Faith emerges from God’s judgement, justifying the sinner.

4 WA 56, 272, 18.

5 WA 3, 56, 32 to Ps 4:61.



II

Hope at a Crossroads

5

The hope of faith changes us with respect to our wishes and apprehensions. It transfers us

into God’s presence and allows us to drop anchor - in fact, God’s promise is the anchor,

because we can only expect God's presence . It does not separate us thereby from human

(all-too-human!) ideas about what will come, can come or should come. Rather, it places

these ideas under God’s judgement saving us by directing our hope to God alone. Therefore,

the "account for the hope" (I Peter 3:15) is the test for responsible Christian life.

I will attempt to explicate this more precisely by comparing it to two new concepts of

hope which lay claim to the special way for Christian hope. They appear to be far removed

from each other, but they have in common a desire to clarify the Christian character of hope

in comparison with human conceptions of behavior in the world - especially in modem times.

In both cases, hope becomes a Christian virtue, which one can learn and develop - not in a

paradoxical way, but as a cultural-critical or even a counter-cultural attitude.

1. "Pure" hope?

In 1954, Friedrich Gogarten wrote a small essay titled The Christian Hope . It is a

by-product of his major publications on the problem of secularization and secularism written

shortly after World War II. Gogarten analyzes the crisis of Christian faith in modem

(Western) culture. In his view - and in the opinion of many exponents of cultural criticism as

well - it is the illusion of rational and technical omnipotence which gives rise to that crisis:

"Modem man" has reached a deadlock, because he wants to control his own history. He

anticipates his own future by planning and, correspondingly, by realizing his own possibili-

ties step by step. He relies on the growing and prosperous progress of history, with

increasingly better conditions for human life. This confidence in historical progress,

however, turns out to be the intimate enemy of Christian hope. Certainly there is a

superficial similarity, because the confidence in progress orientates towards, and expects all

from, the future. But with all his might "modem man" tries to avoid being exposed to God

in historical reality. This refusal prevents "modem man" - who wants to be, and to stay
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